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ABSTRACT 
Australian manufacturing is undergoing major structural change due to globalisation and 
changing customer needs. As part of this change, there is a growing recognition that Australian 
manufacturers need to work smarter and be more innovative in areas such as high value 
manufacturing. This project aims to make a contribution by breaking away from the constraints 
and limitations of conventional cutting tool materials, namely, high speed steel (HSS) and 
cemented carbide, and fabricate new designs of cutting tools using the emerging technology of 
freeform additive manufacturing.  
The initial work in this thesis is concerned with the fabrication of open cellular architectures in 
the alloy Ti6Al4V using electron beam melting (EBM) technology.  The focus was on their ability 
to sustain load in compression testing. The potential for improving the load bearing capacity 
through the exploitation of vapour deposition and infiltration methods was explored with a view 
to developing a new design of cutting tool. The latter was fabricated in the form of cutting tool 
inserts using both EBM and selective laser melting (SLM) techniques. The inserts were used in 
accelerated turning tests to demonstrate, by way of proof of concept, that such new designs of 
cutting tools could be used to generate chips in machining. Developments of the type outlined in 
this investigation open the possibility for the exploitation of new purpose built cutting tool 
technology. 
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Chapter 1  
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 Background  
Australian manufacturing is undergoing major structural change due to globalisation and 
changing customer needs [1]. Consequently, there is now recognition that Australian 
manufacturing needs to work smarter, particularly in areas such as high value manufacturing.  
One of the leading industries in high value manufacturing is the aerospace industry with its 
seemingly insatiable demand for lighter and stronger structures. For example, the (α+β) and β 
phase titanium alloys continue to challenge the production engineer in the area of machining, 
largely because of the need to reduce feeds and speeds (hence, lowering productivity) to reduce 
cutting temperatures and maintain high levels of surface integrity in the machined product [2]. 
Engine technology also seeks materials that exhibit high strength at high temperatures. In 
machining, this inevitably results in high cutting temperatures, hence reduced feeds and speeds 
again resulting in low productivity. Furthermore, the traditional tool and die industry is seeking 
to conduct more machining on fully heat-treated dies, thereby reducing the incidence of die 
fracture in heat treatment. For example, martensitic stainless steels, used widely in plastic 
moulding for the automotive industry are extremely crack sensitive in heat treatment [3]. 
In response to the above, there is a growing trend [1] in the production of innovative products 
to integrate new materials, coatings and electronics with new manufacturing technologies. One 
such emerging technology is that of freeform additive manufacturing combined with advanced 
coating technology. Such competencies point towards promising innovations in science, 
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engineering and technology, which can address challenges in manufacturing.  
There is little doubt that the above will be disruptive, consequently Australian manufacturers 
will be increasingly challenged as they compete in global markets for a share in high value 
manufacturing. One way forward is in the exploitation of high levels of novelty and innovation 
through the integration of new materials with new more agile and cost beneficial manufacturing 
processes [1].  
This is the approach adopted in the current study, in which new types of cutting tool materials 
are fabricated using freeform additive manufacturing. In a proof on concept study, the emphasis 
is on the design and fabrication of metal-based cutting tools and their potential for high 
performance machining, assessed using accelerated cutting tool testing on a medium carbon 
steel. 
 
 
1.2 Project Aims  
This research seeks to make an impact in the area of tooling technology by building on traditional 
tooling materials through the exploitation of additive manufacturing and the generation of a new 
class of multiple materials. The expected outcome is a proof of concept for developing a new 
macrostructural architecture for cutting tools able to support different classes of embedded 
materials to meet the different challenges of metal cutting in high value manufacturing. 
The aims of this research have the ability to disrupt the traditional methods of cutting tool 
fabrication, particularly when seeking to generate high value-added cutting tools. Clearly, the use 
of additive manufacturing to generate a hybrid cutting tool with totally new macrostructural 
architecture using multiple materials represents a significant shift from current practice in cutting 
tool technology and therefore carries a high degree of possibility – hence by definition, is highly 
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innovative.  
 
 
1.3 Thesis Overview  
This thesis is organised into the following five chapters: 
Chapter 1, Introduction, is with the need for further innovation, though the application of 
Freeform Fabrication (FF) is highlighted in meeting the demands of high volume manufacturing. 
Chapter 2, Literature Review details the history and current types of freeform fabrication (also 
known as 3D Printing), the modern metal cutting industry and the scientific basics for 
understanding the physics of chip formation.  
Chapter 3 presents the experimental methodology used in the generation of the open mesh 
cellular inserts using both CSIRO’s Electron Beam Melting (EBM) system and Deakin University’s 
Selective Laser Melting (SLM) freeform fabrication system. Details of thin film coatings and 
infilling of the fabricated open cellular structure are presented. 
Chapter 4 details the results of the experiments and discussion of key findings.  
Chapter 5 sets in context the key findings of the research and draws conclusions from the present 
study, and Chapter 6 gives suggestions for future work. 
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Chapter 2   
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
One of the major objectives of the current research programme was to move away from 
traditional methods of manufacturing cutting tools, used in metal cutting, which have been 
available for well over 100 years. The novel production route envisaged is one in which freeform 
additive manufacturing is used to generate cutting tools with the potential for a new design in 
the use of multiple materials through the generation of open cellular structural architecture. 
In support of this approach, an overview of the relevant background literature is given in the areas 
of freeform fabrication, cutting tool materials and material science issues in chip formation. 
 
 
2.1 Freeform Fabrication Overview   
Freeform Fabrication (FF) is defined as an automated additive fabrication process using computer 
aided design (CAD) to construct parts used directly as finished products or components [4]. The 
CAD file is ‘sliced’ into thin cross-sectional layers that are consecutively fabricated upon the 
previous layer to form the part. It should be noted that FF is widely scoped in that it can be called 
Rapid Manufacturing (RM), Rapid Prototyping (RP), Additive Layered Manufacture (ALM), 
Additive Manufacturing (AM), 3D Printing (3DP) amongst others. The term ‘additive’ is preferred 
over ‘layer’ as it is probable that future FF systems will evolve from the current layer-wise step 
system, into multi-axis functioning systems [4]. FF systems are classified on the basis of the nature 
of the base material, which can be liquid-base, solid-base or powder-base, each of which, has 
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different features and applications [5]. Materials of solid-based systems can be in the form of a 
spool, wire, pellets or laminates [5]. Products can be formed using energy sources, such as lasers, 
plasmas, ultraviolet light, electron beams or heaters depending, in part, on the selected material 
base of the product. Most methods of FF require temporary support structures from the same or 
similar material produced by the system to enable the upward build, in a 3-dimensional form, or 
so called ‘build’. The support structures are later removed. 
FF techniques can be used in prototyping, full scale production (rapid manufacturing), post-
production customisation or tooling applications. Parts made by an additive process can be post-
processed by infiltration, painting, bead blasting and electro-plating [4]. Notwithstanding the 
recent advances and developments in FF systems, they require improvements in the areas of 
surface finish, accuracy and repeatability. 
Over the last 10 years, FF has developed niche markets in areas where subtractive machining 
(tradition machining techniques) has failed to meet customer needs. For example, FF allows parts 
to be fabricated within hours, instead of days as in the case of traditional subtractive methods. 
FF is well suited to production of short-run structural parts, mass-customised parts, customised 
bio-engineered parts, archaeological replicas, architectural designs, artwork [6]. A breakdown of 
the industries currently exploiting FF is shown in Figure 2-1.  
The 2013 Wohler’s report (consulting FF firm providing marketing and technical insight [7]) 
indicated a worldwide Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 28.6% for FF in 2012, bringing 
the global market for products and services to over US$2.2 billion. This was up from US$1.7 billion 
forecast in 2011, a growth rate of almost 30% [8]. The prediction is that the industry will reach a 
US$10.8 billion turnover by the year 2021. 
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Figure 2-1 Chart of FF market share (2009) [9]. 
 
 
2.1.1 Historical Perspective on FF 
FF can be traced back to two early roots; photo sculpture and topography [10]. Photo sculpture 
dates back as early as 1860. Frenchman Willème [11] conducted an experiment in which he 
attempted to generate an exact three-dimensional replica of a human form. He placed 24 
cameras equally spaced around a subject in a circular room, as shown in Figure 2-2. All cameras 
were operated simultaneously, taking a photograph of the subject in the centre of the room. The 
silhouettes of the 24 photographs were then carved out of 1/24th portion of a cylinder by artists 
in Willème’s studio, as shown in Figure 2-3 [10, 12]. 
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Figure 2-2 Photograph of Admiral Farragut (late 1860’s) sitting, for photo-sculpture [10, 12].  
 
 
Figure 2-3 Sketch of the photo sculpturing studio of Willème, in Paris, about 1870 [12].  
 
In an attempt to overcome the labour-intensive carving of the work of artists in Willème’s 
technique, Baese (1904) [13] developed a technique using a photosensitive gelatine and light. 
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The gelatine swelled in proportion to exposure to light, once treated with water. The annular 
rings of treated gelatine were then secured on a support to generate a replica of the item (see 
Figure 2-4). Improvements and similar techniques were developed in 1924 by Monteah [14]. 
 
 
Figure 2-4 Schematic of Baese’s photographic process (1904) for developing plastic objects [13]. 
 
Topography inspired systems first appeared in the 1890’s when Blanther [15] suggested making 
a mould from layers, to produce topographical relief maps. The method consisted of impressing 
topographical contour lines onto a series of wax plates, cutting the wax plates along the contour 
lines and then stacking one on top of the other (see Figure 2-5) [15]. This method was used to 
produce both male and female moulds. These were then structurally supported and printed-
paper was pressed between them to form a three-dimensional relief map. 
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Figure 2-5 Schematic of Blanther’s layered mould relief map proposal in 1892 [15]. 
 
A method of combining both topography and photo sculpture was developed in Japan in 1935.  
Morioka [16, 17] used bands of white light and shadows to form a contour over an object. The 
lines were developed into strips and either cut and stacked, or carved from material on which the 
lines were projected upon, as shown in Figure 2-6. 
Twenty-one years later, Munz [18] proposed a system (see Figure 2-7), on which current 
Stereolithography (SLA) systems (liquid resin base) were founded. In a layer-wise fashion, a 
transparent photo emulsion is selectively exposed where each layer is the cross section of the 
object. Using a piston within the system, each layer is produced with photo emulsion and fixing 
agent. The final object can be photochemically etched or carved out of the transparent cylinder 
that remains.  
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Figure 2-6 M Schematic of Moriaka’s process (1935, 1944) for manufacturing a relief [16, 17]. 
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Figure 2-7 Schematic of Munz (1956) system to replicate a three-dimensional copy of an object [18]. 
 
Hideo Kodama [19] from Nagoya Municipal Industrial Research Institute (1981, Japan) suggested 
three methods to build up, in layers, a part that corresponded to the cross-sectional area of the 
model (see Figure 2-8). These methods also hold some relevance in today’s liquid and powder 
based systems.  
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Figure 2-8 Schematic of Hideo Kodama’s three suggested systems. A) A mask is used to regulate exposure 
of the UV light source to produce new layers while the model is immersed in a liquid photopolymer vat. 
B) As in (A), a mask is used to control UV light exposure to produce the new layer but is positioned at the 
bottom of the vat causing the model to be drawn upward. C) Immersing the model similar to (A), but an 
x-y plotter and an optical fibre are used to build the new layer [12]. 
 
 
2.1.2  Liquid Base  
Liquid based systems emerged when Herbert [20] of 3M-Corporation (1982) lodged a patent in 
1982 that used a computer controlled mirror to direct an ultraviolet laser beam on a X-Y axis to 
build up a part in steps of 1mm, in a liquid photopolymer.  
Just two years later, Charles Hull [21], co-founder of 3DSystems, produced the first liquid-base 
commercial rapid prototyping machine based on Herbert’s computer controlled mirror. This was 
the birth of Stereolithography, which was defined in Hull’s patent as a method and apparatus 
used for the production of dense objects by sequentially “printing” thin layers of ultraviolet 
treatable material one on top of the other [21]. Figure 2-9 shows a sketch from Hull’s [21] patent 
in which a model is immersed in the resin and drawn out of the resin pool, as first suggested by 
Kodama in 1981.  
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Figure 2-9 Schematic of Charles Hull’s (1984) [21] Stereolithography system. A) Regulated exposure of the 
UV light source to produce new layers while the model is immersed in a liquid photopolymer vat. B) As in 
(A), controlled UV light exposure to produce the new layer but is positioned at the bottom of the vat 
causing the model to be drawn upward. 
 
On the basis of commercialisation of Stereolithography (SLA), the company 3DSystems has grown 
to be a multi-million dollar company operating in 25 locations worldwide. 3D Systems currently 
produces and distributes four different models of Stereolithography machines, four different 
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) machines (plastic powder base), two Selective Laser Melting (SLM) 
machines (metal powder base) and two types of printers used for generating patterns used in 
casting, called VoxelJets [22]. 
Sony, Meiko Co Ltd, Aaroflex Inc. and Viper are companies that also produce SLA systems, each 
with varying machine parameters. Another resin liquid based FF system, known as the Solid 
Ground Curing System (SGC), was produced by Cubitals in 1987 [7]. This system cures one layer 
at a time (rather than using a tracing laser) and uses wax for support structure, which results in a 
lot of waste. 
There are disadvantages to SLA systems. The resin (acrylic or epoxy) is expensive, toxic, often has 
an unpleasant smell and needs to be protected against UV light. There is also a limitation on 
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material selection, the surface finish due to support structure, the parts are brittle, and the resin 
vats are costly and time consuming to change and clean [9]. 
 
 
2.1.3 Powder Base  
Following Swainson’s [23] work in the 1960’s and 1970’s, Schwerzel [24] of Battelle Laboratories 
in 1984 used two intersecting lasers, to produce a plastic pattern from a photosensitive polymer 
by selective three-dimensional polymerization.  This system was later termed ‘Photochemical 
machining’ [24]. The intersecting laser concept led into the development of powder-based FF 
systems. 
Earlier, in 1972, Ciraud [25] proposed a powder base system to manufacture three-dimensional 
objects from a range of materials that could be partially melted. This system, similar to present 
day powder-based systems, proposed use of a laser, plasma beam or electron beam to heat 
particles of the material deposited on the substrate and adherent to the previous layer, as shown 
in Figure 2-10. The latter also indicates that multiple lasers can be used in order to increase the 
adhesive bonding between particles. 
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Figure 2-10 Schematic of Ciraud’s (1972) powder-based selective laser system [6]. 
 
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) was first patented by the University of Texas in Austin in 1992 [26]. 
The claim in the patent uses one laser to fuse heat-fusible powder (polymer) to the previous layer 
in a perpendicular scanning direction. Scanning in different directions (cross-scanning) provided 
structural strength for the parts which was independent of orientation, with more uniform 
surfaces, textures, and with minimal distortion [26]. 
Today’s SLS systems use low powered lasers on safe and non-toxic plastics such as nylon, 
polystyrene and polycarbonates. Note, some nylon products require a lengthy cooling cycle in the 
machine before being removed (up to eight hours) [9].  
The largest non-American producer in Stereolithography was EOS GmbH in Germany, which was 
founded by Dr. Langer and Steinbichler in 1989. In 1994, EOS developed systems using lasers on 
both plastics and metals. Three years later, 3D Systems bought the Stereolithography systems 
from EOS, allowing EOS to exclusively develop powder-based FF systems [27].  
Also in 1997, ARCAM AB (commonly referred to as ARCAM) was founded in Stockholm, Sweden. 
ARCAM developed powder-based FF systems producing metal parts only, using an electron beam. 
ARCAM remains the only company in the FF industry to use electron beams on powder beds [28]. 
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2.1.4 Solid Base  
Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) systems were initially developed in 1988 and commercialised 
two years later by Crump [29], the founder of Stratasys. The concept behind these systems 
involves heating solid plastic and extruding it through a nozzle onto the platform. The plastic 
quickly sets while the platform lowers, allowing another layer to be added immediately. Stratasys 
developed over 1000 systems [30] improving factors such as repeatability, precision, and ease of 
manufacture. For example, the FDM Quantum system (1998) used a Magna Drive, an 
electromagnetic motion that eliminated the use of a gantry. FDM is the most popular solid-based 
FF system due to its affordability and universally available materials [7]. 
In 1991, Laminated Object Manufacturing/Modelling (LOM) systems were developed, also known 
as Paper Laminating Technology (PLT), by Helisys Inc. (now Cubic Corporation). The process 
involves using a laser to cut and fuse together sheets of adhesive-coated plastic, paper or metal 
(Figure 2-11). The final parts need to be recovered from the block of material which can be a 
lengthy process [31]. In general, solid-based FF systems have a range of easily sourced materials 
and are cheaper than liquid or powder based systems, hence are popular as desktop/personal 
printers used by hobbyists.  
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Figure 2-11 Schematic of Laminated Object Manufacture (LOM) process [31]. 
 
 
2.1.5 Personal Printers  
A personal (or desktop) FF system covers the use of systems that are affordable (less than 
US$5,000 [7]) and used for domestic or personal use. These systems are targeted at the 
hobbyists, Do-It-Yourself market and educational institutions (engineering students). Personal FF 
systems are limited in the types of materials that can be printed. Most are capable of printing 
thermoplastics by FDM techniques but there have been recent developments into personal SLA 
systems [32]. 
From 2008 through to 2011, the growth of personal printers reportedly averaged 346% each year 
[7]. The growth dropped significantly in 2012 to 46.3% [7]. Even though the price of personal 
printers decreased, the explanation given to the dramatic drop in sales, is a misunderstanding of 
what is involved, for example, knowledge of a CAD system, machine calibration and build set-up 
amongst others [7]. 
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2.1.6 Metal Components  
Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS), also known as, Direct Metal Deposition (DMD), wire feed, 
Ultrasonic Consolidation (UC), SLM and Electron Beam Melting (EBM) are the systems used for 
metal FF [33, 34]. The metal FF systems generally involve a localized high energy source with a 
constant supply of materials, which allows a melt pool to form and quickly solidify to form a layer 
[33]. 
The energy source and material application is what usually defines the different metal FF systems. 
Nd: YAG lasers are used in the LENS, SLM and Wire Feed systems while the UC system uses a 
rolling sonotrode to weld thin sheets of metal together [33]. The material applications vary 
between scattered powder, local powder deposition, welding rod and thin metallic sheets. 
Aluminium and copper are the only reported [33] materials that the UC system uses, while the 
other systems have a range of materials. The laser and electron-based processes can operate on 
most steels, as well as most titanium and nickel-based alloys [33]. There have been reported cases 
of systems working with materials such as cobalt, chromium, tungsten and copper [35, 36]. 
In recent developments, North Carolina State University, reported a metal FF system that prints 
in liquid metal, such as a gallium-indium alloy. The latter generates a solidified skin when exposed 
to air. The extruded liquid quickly solidifies allowing the products shape to form [37]. 
 
 
2.1.6.1 ARCAM and Electron Beam Melting (EBM)  
ARCAM specialise in electron beam operated FF systems to produce metal parts. The electron 
beam melts and fuses the powder and hence is commonly referred to as Electron Beam Melting 
(EBM) [38]. 
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The first production model from ARCAM was launched in 2002 and has since installed over thirty 
systems worldwide [39]. Advantages of EBM over laser technology include higher energy 
efficiency resulting in less power consumption, produced components that are denser with 
significantly lower residual stress, less maintenance and manufacturing costs. However, the high 
beam current produces a rough surface finish [33, 40]. The vacuum environment (1 × 10−3 Pa) 
eliminates impurities due to reflection from the molten pool, this can occur in a laser system. 
Additionally, beam control is through magnetic lens, reducing the need for moving components 
within the system as well as allowing a much faster beam deflection [41, 42]. 
The EBM system operates using a heated tungsten filament (~2500°C) that emits free electrons 
(see Figure 2-12). The electrons are accelerated through an anode ring, focused and deflected by 
magnetic lens. The kinetic energy of the electrons heats the metal powder upon impact causing 
the metal powder particles to melt and fuse together [43]. The thermal energy transferred to the 
base metal from the electron beam can cause undesirable effects such as warping, detrimental 
grain growth, residual stress, which can reduce ductility and/or strength. Therefore, best practice 
is to use only sufficient energy to produce fusion of the metal powder [44].  
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Figure 2-12 Schematic of the EBM system based on a model by ARCAM [28, 45].  
 
Similar to most FF systems, the desired 3D CAD model is sliced into thin layers and the Computer 
Numerical Controlled (CNC) system builds one layer at a time by lowering the build platform. As 
in most powder and liquid based FF processes, a thin layer of material is spread over the substrate 
using a roller and the next layer is built. Preceding the melt scan for each layer is a repetitive pre-
heat scan. This involves the use of a slightly defocused low power, high velocity scan to partially 
sinter the particles, thereby generating a stable layer for the melt pool and support for downward 
facing structures of the build component [46, 47]. 
During the build, the melt beam is of much lower current and velocity than the heat scan and is 
scanned in two pre-determined directions, one perpendicular to the other. This assists in 
distributing the heat as evenly as possible, limiting deformation [47].  
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Upon completion, the build is removed from the machine and the excess powder is removed in 
the Powder Recovery System (PRS). The PRS recovers 95% of the unmelted material to be re-used 
in the EBM process [42, 48]. 
A reasonably wide material selection is available for use in the ARCAM EBM, such as titanium 
alloys, aluminides, stainless steels, superalloys, aluminium alloys, tool steels, hard metals (e.g. 
NiWC), amorphous metals, niobium, cobalt-chrome alloys, and invar [49].  
 
 
2.1.6.2 SLM® Solutions and Selective Laser Melting (SLM) 
Selective Laser Melting (SLM) is a similar system to ARCAM’s EBM with the main difference being 
that the SLM system use a laser instead of an electron beam to build parts from metallic powder 
(see Figure 2-13). Two competitive companies making SLM systems are SLM Solutions GmbH 
(SLM®) and Electro-Optical Systems (EOS). Both SLM® and EOS systems can operate using either 
a CO₂ (Carbon Dioxide) or Nd:YAG (Neodymium-doped Yttrium Aluminium Garnet) laser. Most 
commercial DMLS (Direct Metal Laser Sintering) systems are equipped with CO₂ lasers, in 
preference to Nd:YAG due to their higher efficiency as well as the lower maintenance and 
operating costs [50]. The output laser power is generally 200W or 400W. Nd:YAG lasers are 
however, still used in DMLS systems due to much higher absorptivity (Nd:YAG wavelength being 
1.064µ and CO₂ wavelength being 10.6µm) [50].  
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Figure 2-13 Schematic of a SLM system, based on a model by Murr [51]. 
 
To guarantee a consistent build, the gas management system produces either a nitrogen or an 
argon atmosphere in the build chamber. The layer thickness can range between 20 - 40µm at a 
build rate of approximately 15cm³/h [52]. The surface finish of SLM® produced parts is generally 
finer than that of EBM due to the finer powders used, as well as, the lower input current. 
However, the lower operating temperatures can cause higher residual stresses in builds 
compared with the EBM system, resulting in warping and distortion [53]. 
The SLM® 125 HL model (the one used in this study) can process many metals. Those successfully 
processed to date include tool steel, stainless steel, inconel, cobalt-chromium, aluminium and 
titanium alloys [52].  
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2.1.7 Freeform Fabrication Innovation  
Reports by Wohlers [7, 54] highlighted that application of FF has broadened dramatically over the 
5 past years. Developments have emerged in such diverse areas a food and human cells [55]. 
In the catering industry, new methods of FF are being used to print chocolate, cake decorations, 
pasta, mince, cheese and almost anything processed. It has been suggested [56, 57] that the 
applications of printing food can lead to realistic visions of the technology helping to solve world 
hunger by moving powdered foods to developing countries, where a variety of meals can easily 
be printed. Researchers in the UK and Europe are also working on inexpensive food bases from 
insect protein and algae [58]. In addition, animal-rights activists envisage that printing ‘artificial’ 
meats made from lab-grown stem cells of animals will eliminate the need to kill animals [59]. 
Claims have been made [56] that fast-food manufacturers are hoping to patent new ways to 
combine sugar, salt and fat. NASA is supporting research in an investigation to extend shelf-stable 
ingredients for additive printing to be used by astronauts [56, 57]. Some FF produced foods are 
shown in Figure 2-14 [60]. 
 
 
Figure 2-14 Photographs of food manufacturing by FF. A) Toffee structure reported by Candy-Fab [61] 
generated by heat sintering sugar crystals, B) Nesquik® links claimed by formed TNO [62] by heat-
sintering, C)Chocolate shapes printed by ChocALM [63] D) Embedded graphics within 25mm square cakes 
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printed by twin-head extrusion, requiring post production baking [64], and E) Edible shaped made of 
insect powders, flavouring and forming agents [58]. 
 
Customised prosthetics, bone implants (both metallic and biological) and other enabling personal 
equipment (such as hearing aids) have been produced by FF for use by humans. Even a disabled 
duck in Arlington, Tennessee reportedly [65] received a prosthetic foot.  
Experimentation is being conducted on printing human cells, tissue and organs [66]. Atala et al 
[66, 67] at the Wake Forest University's Military Research Centre in Winston-Salem, North 
Carolina, have developed a method to print substitute skin directly for burn victims. This method 
stabilizes the wound, promotes healing and does not require skin grafts from the victim. Full 
working organs are also being developed for drug testing and implants [55, 68]. Whilst 
developments are progressing in the FF of more complex organs such as kidneys and hearts [69]. 
Several additively produced bladders, urethras and windpipes have been successfully 
transplanted into patients dating back to 2006 [68, 70]. 
The American company, Staples, have a service in which they offer their FF facilities to fabricate 
components to customer designs [71]. This has become a popular service and business model 
and has been taken up by other companies [72]. Such services are now available in Australia, for 
example, CSIRO has recently started such a service at their Innovation Centre in Clayton, Victoria. 
Other industries are taking advantage of the exploitation of FF. For example, in the transportation 
industry [73, 74], Airbus, is designing and producing FF parts to reduce the weight of component 
[75]. In the sporting industry [54], improved performance is being achieved by scanning an 
athlete’s foot to generate an exact model, then additively fabricating a customised shoe and 
insole. Sporting companies such as New Balance and Nike are printing cleated running shoes. It 
is claimed that Nike’s ultra-light Talon shoes provide optimal traction while sprinting, as well as 
maintaining superior drive-stance [54]. 
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FF has been instrumental in forcing a change in the law. An amateur gunsmith, Guslick printed an 
operating .22 calibre, semi-automatic rifle from an online file [76]. The commercial-grade resin 
used in the Stratasys system to make this gun was estimated to cost US$30. Guslick claimed that 
the printed gun fired over 200 rounds without showing evidence of wear [55]. Concerns remain 
that unregistered counterfeit weapons can be printed. The military are now researching into 
printing pistols along with other weapons [76].    
 
  
2.1.7.1 Open Cell Structures   
FF has the advantage over traditional subtractive manufacturing methods, in that it can produce 
almost any shape, including porous interconnected scaffold networks. Such open cellular 
architectures produced from Ti6Al4V by FF have been recognised in the biomedical field because 
of their use in implant applications [77]. Titanium and its alloys (particularly Ti6Al4V) are highly 
biocompatible, corrosion resistant and have high strength to weight ratios [78]. Unfortunately, 
the vast majority of implants of solid Ti6Al4V exhibited limited lifetimes, due to incomplete bone 
cell ingrowth or fusion, as well as poor elastic modulus mismatch [77] as indicated in Table 1. 
Heinl et al. [79] produced EBM Ti6Al4V open cellular arrays of different porosities and densities 
with a stiffness of 20GPa, which is close to that of cortical bone (harder outer bone surface). 
Marin [80] and Murr [77, 81] recently experimented with a range of metallic open cellular meshes 
and foams for the use of implants. With porosity of around 66%, Ti6Al4V parts maintained a 
compressive strength of approximately 116MPa and a Young’s Modulus of 2.5GPa, which is 
similar to human bone [47] as indicated in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Bone tissue and titanium properties [82]. 
Material/Tissue Density (g/cm³) Modulus (GPa) Strength (MPa) 
Cancellous Bone (Inner) 0.03 – 0.12 0.04 – 1.0 1.0 – 7.0 
Cortical Bone (Outer) 1.6 – 2.0 12 – 20 150 
Titanium 4.4 – 4.7 106 780 - 1050 
 
 
 
2.1.7.1.1 Open Cellular Structure Coating and Infill  
Queheillalt et al [83] fabricated a polyester foam template and applied a thin film coating of 
inconel alloy 625 nickel-based superalloy using an Electron Beam Direct Vapour Deposition (EB-
DVD) system, as shown in Figure 2-15. The removal of the polymer template was achieved after 
deposition by thermal decomposition.  The result was an open cellular structure with hollow 
ligaments (see Figure 2-16).  
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Figure 2-15 Schematic diagram of the EB-DVD process used on a polymer foam [83]. 
 
 
Figure 2-16 SEM micrograph of the EB-DVD inconel 625 foam showing the hollow ligaments post thermal 
treatment to remove polymer template [83]. 
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Kitazono et al [84] infiltrated the open surface pores of an non-homogeneous aluminium foam 
structure with a polyester resin in an attempt to increase the compressive strength and energy 
absorption. The resin was infilled into the open surface pores on two opposite surfaces, as well 
as all four surfaces parallel to the loading direction. When compared to an unfilled aluminium 
foam, the compressive strength of the two-sided and four-sided resin infilled structure, increased 
two and four times respectively. The absorbed energies were also increased by ~1.8 and ~2.8 
times respectively. 
 
 
2.1.8 Benefits of Freeform Fabrication and Future Implications  
FF systems are decreasing in price, allowing the technology to become more widely exploited. 
NASA claim that FF has decreased the cost of prototyping and allowed a crowdsourcing 
characteristic for innovation to develop [85]. Lipson [55] reported that Freeform Fabrication may 
not replace all traditional manufacturing techniques and methods, but it does offer compelling 
benefits, for the right application, applications which is growing at a very rapid rate. In addition, 
complex internal structures impossible to produce by traditional methods can be easily produced 
with FF. There is no need for large factories and no assembly line retooling when manufacturing 
with FF technologies [86]. It is evident that FF has to potential to be disruptive to current 
manufacturing methods and hence will need a paradigm shift if manufacturers in Australia are to 
adapt and remain globally competitive. 
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2.2 Metal Cutting Industry   
The economic and technological growth that occurred in the First and Second Industrial 
Revolutions, in part, this was built on the machine tool industry [87]. This is because the lathe and 
shaping machines, allowed metal parts to be machined with a degree of accuracy, efficient to 
build large powerful engines. The lathe itself, is thought to date back before 26 B.C. with evidence 
of bronze drinking vessels (produced from lathe turning) found in Egyptian tombs [88].  
Due to the growing need to fabricate components with increasing accuracy, in the period of 1760 
– 1860, there were rapid developments in metal cutting lathes. Before Maudslay’s screw cutting 
lathe invention in 1797, which used interchangeable gears to vary thread pitch, screws with 
precision could not be made [89]. Whitworth, trained by Maudslay, further improved the lathe 
to generate twist drills, as well as developing the standard for screw threads, known today as the 
British Standard or the British Standard Whitworth (BSW) [88]. From the mid 1800’s, British laws 
prohibited exporting machine tools and mechanics from practicing their trades in other countries. 
This forced the Americans, for example, to invent their own systems and machine tools [88]. 
Arguably, such restrictions led to the first major change from Maudslay’s lathe, to the semi-
automatic turret lathe in 1854 [88, 89].  
Developments have continued up to present day, where we now have Computer Numerical 
Control (CNC) machine tools. Inevitably, the Chinese machine tool industry has seen the fastest 
growth in CNC machine tools, for example, in 2012, CNC machine tools for metal cutting grew by 
25.8% with an expected growth of 37.0% by 2015 [90]. CNC machine tools are expensive and 
their efficiency of operation depends in large part, on maximising the performance of the cutting 
tool material. The latter is very much a function of the design and the properties of the cutting 
tool. The focus in this section is therefore on the developments in tool materials. 
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2.2.1 Cutting Tool Materials  
Currently, the categories of metal cutting tools on the global market based on material 
composition include High Speed Steel (HSS), cemented carbide (so-called carbide), cast cobalt-
based alloys, high carbon tool steels, diamond and ceramics, of these, HSS and cemented carbide 
hold, by far, the major market share [91]. Consequently, this overview focuses on these two tool 
materials 
 
 
2.2.1.1 High Speed Steel (HSS)  
HSS was developed from the traditional high carbon tool steels, with the advantage of high hot-
hardness, that is, they could withstand higher cutting temperatures without losing their hardness, 
hence are able to cut at higher cutting speeds. HSS gains its strength and hardness properties 
from the secondary hardening precipitation of carbide. This has divided the HSS tool industry into 
two categories based on their primary alloying element; M-types and T-types (8 – 12% 
molybdenum and 12 – 18% tungsten respectively) [92].  
High carbon tool steel was the major cutting tool material used at the beginning of the Industrial 
Revolution through to around 1866 [91]. In 1868, Mushet attempted to improve the performance 
of cutting tools by the addition the alloying elements, primarily tungsten (W) [93]. This led to the 
production of the so-called ‘self-hardening’ tool steels that could be hardened in air without the 
need for water quenching.  This, in turn led to improved feed rates, from 7m min-1 to 10m min-1 
[91]. 
In the United States, Taylor and White [94] independently developed alloy combinations 
consisting of 0.67% C, 18.97% W, 5.47% chromium (Cr), 0.11%  manganese (Mn), and 0.29% 
vanadium (V) with the balance being iron (Fe).  This work is considered to be one of the most 
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systematic and thorough investigations in the history of tool material development and was 
commercialised under the name HSS by 1906. This new alloy, unlike high carbon steel, did not 
become embrittled above the ‘cherry red’ hardening temperature (~840°C), which resulted in 
hardening temperatures up to 1200°C.  
In the next stage of heat treatment, Taylor and White [94] achieved maximum hardening 
response by tempering at 560°C and not 150°C as was the case for high carbon tool steel. This 
improvement in hot-hardness, or secondary hardness, is a consequence of the very fine 
precipitation of alloy carbide in the tempered martensitic matrix. HSS cutting tools where then 
able to operate at cutting speeds up to 30m/min, giving them the name of High Speed Steel [91]. 
This study revolutionised the metal cutting industry and continued developments into alloy tool 
steel has led to a variety of the different grades of HSS available today. For example, the addition 
of 5- 8% cobalt (Co) impedes the coarsening of the fine alloy carbides leading to retained of 
hardness at higher temperatures. High cobalt grades of HSS (examples being M15 and M42) are 
used in the machining of so-called difficult-to-machine materials, such as inconel, tool steels, 
stainless steels and titanium alloys [95]. 
Over the last decade, HSS has lost market share to cemented carbide tooling [96]. However, this 
decline has been arrested primarily by the introduction of surface coatings (see chapter 2.4 Thin 
Film Coatings). Nevertheless, HSS retains an important competitive advantage in its inherent 
toughness compared to cemented carbide tooling, hence it is used in interrupted cutting in 
milling tools [97].  
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2.2.1.2 Cemented Carbide   
The other main cutting tool category is cemented carbide tools (composite of WC and metal 
binder Co). WC is the primary carbide in the tooling industry with the weight percentage of 
tungsten (alpha phase) being 70 – 97% with the balance being the binder. Addition of other 
carbide phases (gamma phase) such as tantalum carbide (TaC), titanium carbide (TiC) and 
niobium carbide (NbC) were found necessary to fabricate steel cutting grades of carbides [92]. 
The composition and microstructure of these carbide tools affects the tools performance, the 
primary factors being the amount of binder and the types of carbide and their size. Common 
commercial machining grades are in the range of 3 – 12 wt.% Co with carbides ranging in size 
from 0.5 - 5µm [98]. 
Carbides were developed in parallel with HSS in the early 1900’s. Initially, silicon carbide (SiC) was 
produced in 1891 using of an electric arc by Acheson [99]. This new carbide was trialled as a 
cutting tool material but was found to be better suited as a grinding wheel abrasive. Later, 
Schröter [100, 101] heated tungsten powder (produced by Coolidge [102]) with carbon in the 
1920’s and WC powder was formed with a particle size of a few micrometres [91]. 
Cutting tools were fabricated by the powder metallurgy route, that is, by hot pressing and 
sintering in graphite dies. Today, Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) is widely used, involving both high 
temperatures and high pressures, which results in the generation of isotropic material properties 
[103].  
Two categories of cemented carbide tool material are defined according to ISO classification 
[104]. The first is the K-Series (straight grade, based on WC-Co) used for machining non-ferrous 
materials and cast irons. The second is the P-Series (complex grades, based on WC, TiC, TaC-Co) 
used for cutting steels. The addition of TiC and TaC improves resistance to crater wear (see 
subchapter 2.3.4.2.5 Crater Wear of the Cutting Tool) and resistance to thermal shock [105]. 
Cemented carbide tools are commonly called carbide tools. 
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2.2.2 Innovation in Cutting Tool Materials  
The everchanging nature of advanced manufacturing, particularly in the transport and aerospace 
industry creates new demands for new manufacturing processes and tool materials. For example, 
the aerospace industry is leading the way with its seemingly insatiable demand for, ever lighter 
and stronger structures with the introduction of advanced composite materials. The new Boeing 
Dreamliner, for example, has over 50% by volume of its material in composite materials [106]. 
The new airbus (A380) has fuselage sections fabricated in layers of prepreg containing glass fibre 
panels sandwiched between aluminium alloy panels. The challenge is to drill holes around 
window and doorframes with sufficient surface integrity that the fatigue life is not compromised.  
Arguably, one of the most significant developments with cutting tools has been the application 
of hard thin film coatings, deposited using Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) and Physical Vapour 
Deposition (PVD) technology. Likewise, thin film CVD and PVD technologies [107] are mature 
technologies, notwithstanding innovations in super-hardness and functionally graded coatings 
[108] (see chapter 2.4 Thin Film Coatings). 
 
 
2.3 Materials Science issues in Chip Formation   
From a materials science viewpoint, the performance of a cutting tool is determined by the 
response of the cutting tool material to the deformation of a small volume of metal taking place 
in the vicinity of the cutting edge. Consequently, any new approach to the performance of new 
hybrid tool materials in chip formation must take into account the basic physics of the 
deformation process. The following highlights some of the basic issues that have emerged in 
studies of chip formation. 
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Metal cutting, as defined by Oxley [109], involves the use of a cutting edge on a cutting tool to 
generate a surface by removing a thin layer of material, the chip, from the metal workpiece. 
Similarly, Wright and Trent [91] describe machining as the removal a thin layer of metal, namely, 
the chip or swarf, from the workpiece, using a wedge-shaped cutting tool. Typical examples of 
machining operations or chip forming operations include turning, boring, drilling, milling and 
facing.  
It has been well recognised [88, 110, 111] that the type of chip generated in machining is 
dependent on the workpiece material and the machining conditions or parameters , for example, 
rake angle, speed and feed. Ernst [112] reported, as early as the 1940’s, three basic types of chip 
formation: continuous, discontinuous and continuous with a Built-Up-Edge (BUE), as shown in 
Figure 2-17 A, B and C respectively. Since then, others [91, 113] have added segmented, serrated 
or sawtooth chip formation (see Figure 2-17 D). Segmented chips were observed at increased 
machining speeds on certain steel workpieces [91] and on workpiece materials, such as titanium 
alloys [114]. 
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Figure 2-17 Basic types of chip formation in metal cutting. A) Continuous chip formation in Pb [115]. B) 
Discontinuous chip formation in 3% leaded brass [115]. C) BUE chip formation in 0.15%C steel machined 
at low speeds in air [91]. D) Segmented/Sawtooth chip formation in Ti [115].  
 
 
2.3.1 Orthogonal Cutting  
In developing an understanding of chip formation, investigators [91, 109, 116] have adopted a 
simplified approach of analysing cross sections of the chip/cutting tool/workpiece interaction in 
orthogonal cutting, as shown schematically for continuous chip formation in Figure 2-18. The 
cutting tool has two principal cutting faces, namely, the rake and clearance faces, the geometry 
of which, in respect to the workpiece, is defined by the rake angle (α) and clearance angle (β) 
respectively. In this approach, the cutting tool is stationary while the workpiece moves with a 
velocity V. A consequence of this, is that a volume of workpiece material, defined as (t1) in Figure 
2-18, is subjected to intense plastic deformation as it traverses the primary shear plane (AB) 
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resulting in a volume shape change, (𝑡2). This is the first necessary deformation required to 
evacuate the chip from the cutting area. The chip then moves along the rake face (AC) and, as a 
consequence, is subject to additional plastic deformation in the secondary shear zone [117]. 
 
 
Figure 2-18 Schematic diagram of continuous chip formation in orthogonal cutting showing contact 
between cutting tool, chip and workpiece. Model based on a proposal by Boothroyd [118].  
 
 
A key feature of the chip forming process is the fact that the shear plan angle (φ) is undefined 
because the chip surface is not constrained. The fact that the chip is invariably thicker (tC) than 
the undeformed chip thickness (tU) allows investigators to makes estimates of the shear plane 
angle (φ), as shown in equation (1):  
 tan Φ =  
(
tU
tC
⁄ ) cos α
1 − (
tU
tC
⁄ ) sin α
 (1) 
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The approximate average level of shear strain (γ) generated on the primary shear plane (AB) [110] 
is calculated using equation (2):  
  γ =  
1
tan Φ
+ tan  (Φ −  α) 
(2) 
   
It is evident from the above analysis that when shear strain (γ) = 1, the chip thickness (tC), is the 
same as the uncut chip thickness, (tU). This means that shear strain (γ) in machining ranges from 
1 up to and beyond shear strain levels of 8 [119]. Wright and Trent [91] and Atkins [120] point 
out that a critical feature of chip formation is that such high levels of shear strain (γ) deformation 
occur in a small volume of material at the cutting edge of the tool.  
 
 
2.3.2 Forces in Metal Cutting  
This simplified approach to chip formation has been widely used to identify the cutting forces 
generated in metal cutting. This understanding gives rise to modelling which allows for optimum 
design [121]. The forces involved in metal cutting determine the required machine power and 
bearing loads, which can, in turn, limit undesired deflections of the tool, part and machine 
structure (so called chatter) as well as excessive temperatures. Figure 2-19 shows the force circle 
model developed by Merchant [122] and Piispanen [123].  
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Figure 2-19 Schematic of the Merchant-Piispanen Force Circle [91, 122, 123].   
 
In this model, R is the resultant force, FC  is the cutting force and Ft is the thrust force. The latter 
two forces can be measured using a dynamometer. As is evident from equations (3) - (6) shown 
below, these forces can be used to obtain derived forces on the shear plane (FS, FN) and the 
friction forces (F, N). 
 
 
 F =  Fc sin α + Ff cos α (3) 
 N =  Fc cos α − Ff sin α (4) 
 Fs =  Fc cos Φ −  Ff sin Φ (5) 
 FN =  Fc sin Φ + Ff cos Φ (6) 
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From the above equations, the coefficient of friction and the friction angle (λ), as seen in 
equations (9) and (10) can be calculated (discussed further in subchapter 2.3.4.1 Friction) . It is 
well recognised that the so-called Merchant-Piispanen Model (or Merchant Model), as shown in 
Figure 2-19 is limited. It does not refer to prior plastic deformation ahead of the shear plane. This 
issue is addressed by investigators, such as Oxley [109] who expanded the shear plane into a 
shear zone.  
None of the above equations provide predictions of the shear plane angle. Investigators resorted 
to using a concept based approach, for example, Merchant [124], and Rowe and Spick [125], 
developed The Minimum Energy Theory. This is based on the concept that the shear plane angle 
would ideally be 45° and the chip thickness (t2) would be equal to the feed (t1), assuming that 
the rake face force and feed force (Ff) are small enough to neglect. Merchant [124] calculated 
the shear plane angle to be:  
  Φ = 45 +  
α
2
−  
λ
2
  
(7) 
 
To obtain a high shear plane angle, either the friction coefficient or friction angle needs to be 
reduced and/or the rake angle increased. The higher the shear plane angle is, the lower the length 
of the shear plane length, resulting in lower shear force on the shear plane, limiting temperature 
and machine power.  Merchant however, never took into account the shear yield strength of the 
work material.  
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2.3.3 Energy Expenditure  
From a materials viewpoint, since it is energy, which will ultimately limit the life of the cutting 
tool, it is important to recognise the principal regions in which energy is expended in metal 
cutting. Most researchers agree the main energy expenditure is on the primary shear plane and 
in secondary shear along the chip/rake face interaction. More recently, Atkins [126] has argued 
for a recognition of the importance of the work done in separation of the chip from the workpiece 
at the cutting edge. Briefly, these three areas are summarised in the following subchapters. 
 
 
2.3.3.1 Primary Shear   
The primary shear plane (AB) in Figure 2-18 represents a major change in flow direction in the 
chip forming process. According to Doyle et al [110], the primary shear plane only operates when 
there is sufficient constraint, that is, when the capacity for octahedral slip is exhausted and, is 
characterised by a plastic shear instability as evidenced by the lamellae on the free surface of the 
chip (as shown schematically in Figure 2-20). It is well recognised [91, 127] is the fact that large 
shear strains are accommodated on the primary shear plane or within the primary shear zone. 
Inevitably, the work done in deformation results in an increase in temperature within the chip, 
although this temperature rise is not particularly high. Boothroyd [127] measured a rise of 300-
350°C in the chip. 
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Figure 2-20 Schematic diagram of the chip formation process showing the chips free surface to be a 
lamellar structure [115]. 
 
Interestingly, only limited studies have been conducted with a view to understanding the 
mechanisms associated with the high strain deformation occurring on the primary shear plane. 
The challenging fact is that large shear strains are accommodated on the shear plane (see Figure 
2-21) taken from work by Doyle et al [115]. This is an example of chip formation in Pb with a large 
grain size. Extensive shear strain on the shear plane is evident from the displacement of slip lines. 
It was evident to the authors was that the shear displacement emerged at the free surface giving 
rise to the familiar lamella structure of the chip (see Figure 2-20). The lamellar structure is an 
important feature of all chip-forming processes because it is clear evidence of the heterogeneous 
nature of the deformation process. Von Turkovich [128] proposed that the lamellar structure was 
a result of plastic instabilities generated by adiabatic shear. Wright and Trent [91] also use the 
idea of thermo-plastic shear bands to account for the observed high shear strain deformation. 
Brown and co-workers [129, 130] suggested that micro-cracks form along the shear plane; 
however, this is less plausible given the high levels of hydrostatic stress on the shear plane. Doyle 
and co-workers [110, 115] suggest that the plastic instability is associated with shear band 
formation. They based their findings on a detailed microstructural study of structures formed in 
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cold rolling. They and others [88, 110, 111] determined that shear bands form at different levels 
of shear strain in different materials and this difference is reflected in the different shear plane 
angles observed in machining. The argument is that the shear instabilities are a consequence of 
the microstructure and not thermos-plastic shear. A not unreasonable argument given that fact 
that the experiments conducted by Doyle and co-workers [115, 131] were carried out at low 
cutting speeds. 
 
 
Figure 2-21 SEM micrograph of chip formation  in Pb showing the shear displacement of slip lines on the 
shear plane [115]. 
 
It is important, therefore when designing a cutting tool to know what the likely response of the 
material will be when subjected to high levels of shear strain deformation, since this will control 
the type of chip formed. 
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2.3.3.2 Secondary Shear  
For the chip to evacuate from the cutting zone, it has to ‘move’ relative to the stationary rake 
face of the cutting tool in the orthogonal model under consideration. This inevitably leads to 
conditions of high friction. In fact, Trent [132, 133] pointed out the special nature of friction in 
chip formation. That is, there is no oxide present on the underside of the chip and there is a very 
high normal load on the rake face, which led Trent to assume that the contact conditions are 
dominated by seizure contact. This is not an unreasonable assumption but one not necessarily 
agreed upon [131]. This issue will be discussed further is subchapter 2.3.4 Tribology.  
What is not in doubt is the fact that severe high strain plastic deformation occurs at the chip/tool 
interface, which contributes, to the generation of high temperatures. Indeed, the shear strain is 
so high; it is frequently referred to as a ‘flow zone’ (see Figure 2-22).  
 
 
Figure 2-22 Optical micrograph of a in 0.1% carbon steel machined at high speed showing a flow zone in 
continuous chip formation [91]. 
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Figure 2-23 Schematic diagram illustrating heat sources and transfer in metal cutting [117]. 
 
Inevitably, the high temperatures give rise to possible wear mechanisms, which ultimately limit 
the useful life of the cutting tool. Figure 2-23 shows sources of heat generation and its transfer, 
based on the proposal by Rezhicob [134]. The total heat conducted into the cutting tool (𝑄𝑡) is 
given as: 
 Qt =  Q2
′ + Q3
′  (8) 
 
Where Q2
′  is the heat flow between the tool and chip at the rake face. Q2
′  > 0 when the heat 
transfer is from chip to the tool and Q2
′ < 0 when the heat transfer is to the chip from the tool. 
Similarly Q3
′  is the heat flow between the tool and workpiece on the clearance face. Q3
′  > 0 when 
the heat transfer is from work to the tool and Q3
′  < 0 when the heat transfer is to the workpiece 
from the tool. All this means is that one of the major properties of a cutting tool is its hot hardness. 
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Given the importance of the temperature and hot hardness, is it not surprising that one the most 
significant innovations in metal cutting over the last fifty years has been the introduction of thin 
film coatings. The later coatings, deposited by either chemical or physical vapour deposition, are 
ceramic coatings and hence able to retain hardness at high cutting temperatures. 
In addition, thin film coatings, such as TiN on cutting tools, can reduce heat generation due to the 
reduced adhesion between the cutting tool and the chip at the chip/tool interface [135]. Milovic 
et al. [136] measured the temperature generated at the chip/tool interface of uncoated HSS and 
CVD-TiN coated HSS tools and showed that the TiN coating reduces the cutting temperature, by 
up to 100°C, when cutting medium carbon steels. 
Observations reported by Günther et al [137] revealed that there is a significantly higher chip 
temperature generated when using coated cutting tools compared to uncoated tools. Their 
explanation was that coatings have low thermal conductivity; hence, less heat is transferred into 
the tool, giving rise to steep temperature gradients in the chip, resulting in a greater chip curl. 
The tool/chip contact length was also reduced, a consequence of the greater curl.  
Clearly, knowledge of secondary shear is of critical importance in the design of new hybrid cutting 
tools. This is discussed further in subchapter 2.3.4 Tribology. 
 
 
2.3.3.3 Separation  
Until recently, most investigators in their analysis of energy expenditure in machining have 
focused on the primary and secondary shear zones. However, Atkins [126] maintains that 
considerable energy is expended in separation of the chip from the workpiece by a process of 
fracture. There is inevitably reluctance on the part of metal cutting experts to consider fracture 
in association with continuous-chip formation of ductile metals [126]. This is because 
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freestanding cracks at tool tips are not observed in normal machining. Atkins [126] claims that 
tool tip cracking can occur in ‘less ductile’ metals using ‘abnormal cutting conditions’, for example, 
large depths of cut and large positive rake angles. This allows for the speed of the ‘surface 
formation’ (crack) to be faster than the cutting tool speed [126].  
Atkins [138] therefore called into question the assumption of negligible work expended in the 
formation of new surfaces in the machining of ductile metals, that is, in continuous chip 
formation. He argued that there is considerable work associated with the separation, possibly up 
to 20% of the total work, which is omitted from traditional algebraic analysis of chip formation.  
 
2.3.4 Tribology  
The term ‘Tribology’ first gained engineering recognition in the so-called ‘Jost Report’ in 1966 
[139]. The term, in essence, is used to cover the science and technology of friction, lubrication 
and wear [140]. Bowden and Tabor [141, 142] defined Tribology simply as the science and 
technology of surfaces that interact in relative motion and its related practices. This definition 
allows tribology to be connected with many branches of science and technology [140]. In the 
following, the key aspects of friction and wear in chip formation are reviewed. 
 
 
2.3.4.1 Friction  
Friction, as defined by Bowden and Tabor [141, 142] is the resistance of relative motion between 
two objects in contact, which arises from the contact of solids at the areas where they are in real 
contact. As no surface is perfectly smooth on a microscopic scale, the term ‘real area of contact’ 
refers to the asperities, or junctions, as shown in Figure 2-24. When two surfaces are in contact, 
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the individual contact areas, or junctions are normally large in comparison to the surface oxide 
layers. Bowden and Tabor [141] relate friction to the shear strength of the contacting junctions.  
 
 
Figure 2-24 Schematic diagram of friction junctions between two contacting surfaces showing plastic and 
elastic deformation, based on Bowden and Tabor's [141] model. 
 
Two smooth clean surfaces in contact, without thin films, adsorbates, or surface oxide exhibit 
high friction. In contrast, well-lubricated surfaces have low friction because metal-metal contact 
is limited by boundary or hydrodynamic lubrication [141, 143]. This is an important consideration 
in the use of lubricants when machining metals. The result of lower friction is less cutting force, 
lower temperatures, better surface finish and increased tool life.  
The friction coefficient (μ) and the friction angle (λ) can be determined using equations (9) and 
(10) obtained using Merchant’s model shown in Figure 2-19. Where F is the force necessary to 
initiate/continue sliding and N is the load normal to the face in which movement occurs (the rake 
face). 
 
 
μ =  
F
N
=  
Fc sin α +  Ff cos α
Fc cos α − Ff sin α
 (9) 
 
=  ( 
Ff +  Fc tan α
Fc −  Ff tan α
 ) =  tan λ (10) 
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Friction in metal cutting is considered special, or even unique [144] involving a complex interface 
interactions with high chip velocities and high normal forces. From his observations, Zorev [145] 
in 1958, identified sticking and sliding on the chip/tool rake face interface. He divided the 
chip/tool contact area into two regions, namely, zone I and zone II, these being sticking and sliding 
contact respectively. 
Trent [111, 132] related friction in metal cutting to the concept of seizure. Seizure is a 
phenomenon where two surfaces in contact under high normal load cease relative movement at 
the interface due to the formation of strong metallic bonding, formed by friction welding. Trent 
[132] arrived at his model of seizure in chip formation on the basis of the fact that there is no 
oxide present on the underside of the chip and very high normal loads acting over a small area of 
contact. Trent therefore concluded that the zone I from Zorev’s model is a zone of seizure contact 
with zone II being one of intermittent contact. Trent further claimed that: 
 
“The evidence for seizure requires reconsideration of almost all aspects of metal cutting theory.” 
 
Doyle, Horne and Tabor [131, 146] conducted machining trials on ‘soft’ metals using a transparent 
sapphire tool. They observed and recorded directly the chip/rake face interfacial contact during 
machining in air and vacuum. In effect, recording the friction footprint after machining. They 
presented clear evidence for a two-zone interfacial contact or footprint, that is, zone I, no 
material transfer, and zone II gross material transfer when machining in air. The challenging 
aspect of these observations was that the chip was moving and not stationary in zone I and that 
the gross transfer was not observed when machining in vacuum. The conclusion or explanation 
of these two results was that the movement in zone I without material transfer taking place under 
high-pressure contact was a result of operation of surface dislocations at the interface; hence, 
relative movement takes place without severe rubbing contact. The gross transfer in zone II was 
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evidentially related to the role of oxygen and possible oxide formation. Note these conclusions 
are opposite to those by Zorev [145, 147] and Trent [91]. 
In a further experiment, Doyle, Horne and Tabor [131, 146] found it necessary to divide zone I 
into two regions, zone IA and zone IB (see Figure 2-25). The experiment involved the vapour 
deposition of copper onto the sapphire-cutting tool after limited (possibly ineffectual) glow 
discharge cleaning. This coated cutting tool was then used to machine the soft metals, the clear 
result, shown in Figure 2-26 was that the copper was not removed in zone IA during machining 
while in zone IB it was clearly removed. It may be the zone IB is a transition region between zones 
IA and II. Note, it is localised on the rake face at a distance just beyond the depth of cut where 
the normal pressure is falling rapidly and intimate interfacial contact is relaxing. This work 
therefore argues for a friction footprint based on three zones of contact. More recently, 
Madhavan and co-workers [148] have conducted experiments using transparent cutting tools and 
arrived at a similar conclusion, that is, a three zone friction footprint although they argue, not 
unreasonably, for a different explanation for the friction contact. They conclude that: 
 
“The sliding of the chip with a freshly generated surface over the clean rake face of the tool in 
zone I under high normal pressure is a unique tribological phenomenon [148].” 
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Figure 2-25 Schematic diagram showing a cross section of the friction footprint of tool/chip contact area 
for continuous chip formation in metal cutting, based on a model by Doyle et al [131, 149]. Zone IA is 
intimate contact without severe rubbing, zone IB is sliding contact with severe rubbing and zone II is a 
material transfer zone. 
 
 
Figure 2-26 SEM micrograph of a lead chip manufactured in air by a copper coated sapphire tool.  Zone IA 
shows the copper coating still intact during the cutting process. Zone IB has caused the coating to 
become dislodged. Zone II shows workpiece material transfer [131]. 
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Further support for the three zone friction footprint is contained within the research studies by 
The Phan [117]. He used PVD TiN coated cutting tools to machine medium carbon steel at 
relatively high cutting speeds. One of his results in the early stages of cutting is shown in Figure 
2-27 where the three zones of contact are evident. The second zone or IB shows gross material 
transfer under the high speed machining conditions. The third zone, or zone II is evident and 
ultimately will give rise to crater wear (discussed in subchapter 2.3.4.2.5 Crater Wear of the 
Cutting Tool). 
From this brief overview, it is evident that friction contact in continuous chip formation is complex 
and is a topic that will evolve further. However, it is important to the present study in that high 
temperatures (and hence, wear) are generated in zone II and possibly zone IB. Any new design 
must therefore target a reduction in friction in these areas, if cutting tool performance is to be 
improved. 
 
 
Figure 2-27 SEM micrograph of cutting tool insert after machining, showing three zones of contact [117]. 
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2.3.4.2 Wear Mechanisms in Tool Materials 
Wear, as suggested by Eyre and Davis [150], involves a change in shape, volume/weight loss or 
an undesirable damage in surface topography. Beyer [151] suggested a more general definition 
that wear is the damage to a surface due to relative motion between two surfaces. Bowden and 
Tabor [141] noted that all of the contact junctions (asperity contacts) contribute to friction but 
do not all contribute to wear. Eyre and Davis [150] emphasised that friction and wear have only 
a minor correlation. This is due to the fact that friction involves surface junctions dominated by 
chemical, mechanical and physical properties, while wear can develop from a fracture or 
separation within the substrate, not necessarily at the friction surface [150]. Bowden and Tabor 
[141] further explained that oxygen, in general will reduce wear due to oxide formation and hence 
prevent metal to metal contact.  
The common types of wear thought to be involved in metal cutting include adhesive, abrasive, 
diffusion and delamination, all of which can contribute to crater and/or flank wear [113]. 
Figure 2-28 shows the measurements of a cutting tool, used to calculate wear [91]. 𝐾𝑚 is the 
distance from the tool edge to the centre of the crater, 𝐾𝑡 is the maximum crater depth and 𝑉𝑏 
is the average flank wear. 
 
 
Figure 2-28 Schematic diagram of conventional tool wear measurements, based on a model by Trent [91]. 
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2.3.4.2.1 Adhesive Tool Wear 
Adhesive wear, as defined by Rabinowicz [152] is the result of the shearing of the contact 
junctions, where fragments are pulled off from one of the sliding surfaces and transferred to 
the other. Rabinowicz further explains that it is the strong columbic attraction between atoms in 
intimate contact, which leads to adhesion. Bowden and Tabor [141] suggested that the wear rate 
is determined by the degree of adhesion of the surfaces in sliding contact. That is, if the junction 
is not stronger than the materials in contact, shearing will occur at the interface, with minimal 
surface damage and wear (assuming sliding occurs at the oxide interface). If one of the sliding 
materials is weaker than the other at the friction junction, shearing will occur in the substrate of 
softer material, resulting in transfer of the softer material onto the harder material, creating a 
thin film. This can give rise to back-and-forth fragment transfer [141] which paradoxically can 
result in extensive surface damage while the volume of wear (metal loss) is small. 
 
 
2.3.4.2.2 Abrasive Tool Wear 
Abrasive wear is the removal of material by chip forming type processes, as defined by Samuels 
[153]. Hard particles indent, form grooves in translation causing metal to be removed ahead of 
the indent, as in grinding. Bowden and Tabor [141] claimed that the hard particles of grit need to 
be harder than the material being abraded, as well as being firmly held in place, in the case of 
two body abrasion. In addition, the grits should be pointed or angular, as opposed to round, to 
allow cutting, rather than grooving by ploughing. Doyle [154] showed that primary carbides in 
HSS can give rise to ploughing in regions of thermal softening. Such as a case would be an example 
of self-abrasion.  
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2.3.4.2.3 Diffusion Tool Wear  
Rao et al [155] defined diffusion wear as diffusion of carbon under sliding contact conditions, 
from a higher carbon content material into a lower carbon content material. This diffusion results 
in an increase in strength of the lower carbon content material eventually leading to an escalation 
in the wear rate. Avoidance of such an increase in the wear rate comes from the use of diffusion 
barriers (effectively thin film coatings) to both surfaces, especially on the surface of the harder 
material with a higher carbon content (cutting tool) [155]. Trent [156] and Stachowiak and 
Batchelor [157] showed that wear resistance of the rake face decreases as it softens, due to 
diffusion wear when using tungsten carbide cutting tools in high speed machining. They claimed 
that the diffusion of tungsten and carbon from the cutting tool into the freshly generated chip 
was the operative wear mechanism, particularly for carbide cutting tools.  
 
 
2.3.4.2.4 Delamination Tool Wear 
Perhaps of some significance to cutting tool wear is the generation of wear by delamination. The 
delamination theory of wear was introduced in 1973 in order to explain the wear of metals and 
other solid materials [158]. Delamination wear can arise when high strain plastic deformation is 
generated in the sub-surface of one of the sliding members (in metal cutting, the chip).  
Suh [158] explained that the workpiece material at the surface has a low dislocation density. Thus, 
the material at the surface cold-works less than the sub-surface layers. Dislocation pileups under 
the surface will occur with continuous sliding, thus forming voids. These voids will coalesce with 
time, evidently resulting in a crack parallel to the surface. Upon the crack reaching a critical 
length, shearing of the material between the surface and crack occurs, resulting in a sheet-like 
particle.  
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Doyle and Turley [159] concluded that, in grinding, both residual compressive and tensile stresses 
appear to exist within the surface layers of the workpiece, due to the manner in which the 
delaminated sheet peeled away from the workpiece. 
 
 
2.3.4.2.5 Crater Wear of the Cutting Tool 
Armarego and Brown [88] described crater wear as a cavity or crater on the rake face that forms 
a small distance from the cutting edge. Trent [91] emphasised that crater wear can lead to the 
failure of the cutting tool by weakening of the cutting edge and inevitable fracture. Trent 
concluded that crater wear is the main form of wear that occurs when cutting at high speeds and 
feeds using HSS cutting tools to machine steels or high melting point materials.  
Wright and Trent [91] and Doyle [154], in experiments in which cross sections of worn HSS cutting 
tools were examined, concluded that temperatures in metal cutting exceed 600°C which can lead 
to over temper of HSS tool materials and thermal softening of the surface of the tool material. 
This softening is a result of the coarsening of the secondary carbides in the HSS resulting in a loss 
of hot hardness. The softened material is then plastically deformed as the chip rubs over the area. 
This results in the generation of a crater in zone II (see Figure 2-25), a short distance from the 
cutting edge, where the peak temperatures are generated.  
Carbide tools however, can withstand temperatures up to 1000°C and retain significant hardness. 
Boothroyd [118] and Loladze [160] suggested that crater wear in carbide tools (WC-Co straight 
grades) is a result from solid-state diffusion through the stationary, seized chip/cutting tool 
interface leading to the rapid wear (as did Trent [156] and Stachowiak and Batchelor [157] as 
discussed previously in subchapter 2.3.4.2.3 Diffusion Tool Wear). 
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2.3.4.2.6 Flank Wear of the Cutting Tool 
Armarego and Brown [88] defined flank wear, or land wear as the clearance face being worn to 
an almost flat surface, parallel to the newly generated workpiece surface. Santhanam and Quinto 
[161] claimed that flank wear is a result of the flank face being abraded by the hard constituents 
in the workpiece. The abrasive particles in steel workpiece materials are primarily Fe₃C and non-
metallic inclusions [162], although, as already discussed, Doyle [154] showed that flank wear can 
be generated by self-abrasion of the primary carbides in HSS. 
 
 
2.3.4.3 Liquid Metal Embrittlement (LME)  
One of the hypotheses to be tested in the present study is that the presence of a liquid metal at 
the chip/rake face interface could embrittled the chip in the secondary shear zone; hence 
generate a ‘free machining’ effect. Until now, such a hypothesis could not be advanced because 
of the difficulty of generating a liquid metal at the chip/rake face interface. The proof of concept 
methodology suggested in the present study is one where a low melting point metal can be 
impregnated into the open cellular structure. During cutting, the generation of high temperatures 
due to exothermic-oxidation reactions at the chip/rake face interface in zone II, should lead to 
the formation of liquid metal and hence the possible embrittlement of the secondary shear zone. 
Lynch [163] claims that Liquid Metal Embrittlement (LME) is one of the most dramatic failure 
mechanisms that occurs in materials science. According to Nicholas et al [164], LME is defined as 
the decrease in elongation to failure when a generally ductile metal is in contact with a liquid 
metal. 
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Johnson [165], considered to be one of the first to mention the embrittlement of iron by liquid 
zinc and of zinc by liquid mercury in 1875. It wasn’t until the 1970’s and 1980’s that research into 
LME in other metals, namely aluminium, iron, nickel and manganese was conducted [166]. Lynch 
[167, 168] showed that the fracture surface from LME consisted of much smaller dimples than 
that of a fracture surface of the same metal in air. Lynch also stated that the cleavage-like 
fractures and intergranular fractures were often linked with the intersections of slip planes with 
crack tips. According to Lynch [163, 167], the accepted reasoning for the occurrence of LME is 
adsorption-induced weakening at crack tips resulting in dislocation-emission and/or decohesion 
[163].  
Lynch [163] showed that the temperature of the embrittling metal affects the degree of LME. 
Generally embrittling metal temperatures at or slightly above its melting temperature will 
produce the greatest degree of LME, while at higher temperatures, the embrittlement is less 
severe. Lynch [163] suggested that this is probably due to higher temperatures allowing more slip 
processes, resulting in stress-relaxation at potential crack-initiation locations. 
Table 2 shows the combinations of structural materials and their embrittling elements [163]. 
 
Table 2 Structural alloys and embrittling liquid-metal environments [163]. 
Structural Material Embrittling Environments 
High-strength martensitic steel Copper, indium, tin, lead, cadmium, zinc & mercury 
Stainless steels Zinc & copper 
Titanium alloys Cadmium, mercury, gold & silver 
Aluminium alloys Mercury, gallium, indium, lead & sodium 
Copper alloys Mercury, gallium, bismuth, zinc, tin & lead 
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2.4  Thin Film Coatings 
Thin film coatings fall into a sub-category of Surface Coating Techniques (see Figure 2-29) which 
in turn, falls under the general umbrella of Surface Engineering [169]. It is evident from Figure 
2-29 that surface coatings can be generated using a range of techniques. The surface coating 
techniques, which have arguably revolutionised the performance of metal cutting tools [170] over 
the last 50 years, are Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) and Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD). 
Vapour deposited coatings were of particular interest to this study because of their potential in 
developing of new hybrid structures. Consequently, the technologies underpinning these 
techniques are briefly reviewed.  
 
 
Figure 2-29 Chart of surface coating techniques [171]. 
 
 
2.4.1 Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD)  
Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) relies on the dissociation of relatively volatile compounds in 
highly reducing atmospheres, such that metallic and non-metallic elements are able to 
catalytically combine on the surface of the component to be coated. For example, coatings of TiC, 
TiN and Al₂0₃ can be generated by the following reactions: 
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These reactions require high substrate temperatures of over 800°C, making them suitable for 
vapour deposition on carbide cutting tools and not HSS cutting tools.  
CVD is not constrained to line of sight deposition, which is a distinct advantage over PVD [116, 
172]. This is particularly advantageous in the current research project given the very poor level of 
surface finish obtained on samples fabricated from FF and the nature of the open cellular 
structures. 
Disadvantages of CVD systems include the requirement of using volatile chemical precursors in 
conjunction with high operating temperatures (over 800°C) that limits the suitability of many 
substrates. To overcome the latter problem, Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition 
(PECVD) was developed. PECVD uses an electrical discharge to generate a plasma, which 
dissociates the reactive gases. This generates free radicals which do not require such a high 
surface temperature [116]. Metallo-Organic Chemical Vapour Deposition (MOCVD) is another 
vapour coating method using highly volatile compounds, hence allowing lower substrate 
temperatures to be used. MOCVD applications are widely used in the semiconductors and 
optoelectronics industries [173, 174].    
CVD materials that increased rapidly in interest in the 1990s were amorphous carbon and 
diamond. Recently, there has been increasing attention in synthesizing carbon fibres, nanotubes 
[175, 176] and Diamond-like Carbon (DLC) coatings with CVD [116, 177, 178]. 
 TiCl4 + CH4 +  H2  → TiC +  4 HCl (11) 
 TiCl4 +  N2 +  H2  → 2 TiN +  4 HCl (12) 
 2 AlCl3 +  3 H2O + H2  → Al2O3 +  6 HCl (13) 
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2.4.2 Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD)  
Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD) relies on the use of a high-energy source, such as an electron 
beam or arc discharge, to generate an ionised metal vapour in medium to high vacuum. A reactive 
gas is introduced which combines with the metal atoms/ions on the surface of the component to 
be coated. The component is usually biased negatively, which gives rise to ion bombardment 
during deposition resulting in a dense coating. One advantage of PVD, in comparison to CVD is 
that it can be conducted at relatively low process temperatures, usually around 450°C [179]. One 
limitation of PVD processes is that it is essentially a line-of-sight deposition, signifying limited 
throwing power [172].  
PVD techniques of applying TiC coatings on WC-Co cutting tools were first introduced in the early 
1980s. TiN coatings followed in 1984 [116, 180]. Currently, there is a billion dollar global market 
in PVD coated cutting tools [91].  
 
 
2.4.2.1 Electron Beam Evaporation Deposition  
Electron Beam Evaporation deposition is the most energy efficient PVD system that can apply 
high-purity films with high vaporisation rates [181]. Deposition by evaporation is used widely to 
coat cutting tools [116] and a wide range of other applications; mirror coatings, permeation 
barriers on flexible packaging, decorative coatings and electrical applications [179]. The process 
uses a high-energy electron beam to vaporise a metal source, identified as the target in Figure 
2-30.  
This process is executed in a medium to high vacuum environment (~1.3 × 10−3 Pa). Essentially, 
it was a low voltage electron beam evaporation system that was used in the present study to 
generate TiN coatings on the open cellular structures. 
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Figure 2-30 Schematic diagram of Electron Beam Evaporation PVD system [117]. 
 
 
2.5 Design of a New Cutting Tool Material 
The aim of this project was to use current FF technologies to generate a new class of cutting tool 
and, by doing so, move away from the constraints and limitations of traditional tooling materials 
and their fabrication methods. 
The proposed new design of cutting tool is centred on the fabrication of a 3-dimensional open 
cellular structure fabricated using FF. The structural architecture envisaged is in the form of an 
insert cutting tool with an open cellular structure, which has the potential to generate new 
combinations of materials or hybrid materials. A schematic of a cross section of the structured 
insert is shown in Figure 2-31.  The following structures were investigated in the initial stages of 
the project: 
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1. The open cellular structure insert used in the as-fabricated form. If such structures can 
be generated to withstand the cutting forces, then the tribological interaction of the rake 
face would be novel, given the limited points of contact. 
2. As in 1 above, vapour deposit a thin film ceramic coating on the open mesh structure. 
Again, tribologically, this is novel since all vapour deposited coatings are used in planar 
or 2-dimensional form. The proposal seeks to exploit vapour deposited coatings on 3-
dimensional structures.  
3. As with options 1 and 2 above, seek to infill the open cellular structures using: 
a. Ceramic Slurry 
b. Low melting point metal. 
The intention was to conduct simple accelerated cutting tool tests as a proof of concept for the 
above designs and new hybrid materials. Of particular interest is the friction footprint of these 
new cutting tools. The proof of concept was based on the performance and chip forming 
behaviour of the designed cutting tools, in the form of lathe-turning inserts, used to cut medium 
carbon steel. The latter was chosen because of prior experience of machining this type of 
workpiece [117] and  that it machines with a continuous chip under high speed cutting conditions. 
 
Figure 2-31 Schmatic diagram of the proposed new open cellular structure cutting tool with a thin film 
coating and embedded infill.  
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Chapter 3  
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY 
 
 
3.1 Open Cellular Structure 
Using the software system, Materialise Magics, five different open cellular 3-dimensional 
structures were chosen from the given net themes. These were, as named by the software, Dode 
medium 3mm (42.5% density), Body diagonal with node 2mm (45.4% density), Dode thin 2mm 
(39.3% density), Rhombic dodecahedron 2mm (29.8% density), G structure 7 2mm (14.8% 
density). The given specifications included 0.5mm thick ligaments on a lattice measuring 10mm³. 
Open cellular structures were also generated in the form of inserts in conformance to ‘CCMW3-
2.5-2’ cutting tool specification [182]. These inserts were used in the metal cutting trials. 
 
 
3.1.1 Titanium (Ti6Al4V) 
The ARCAM A1 EBM system (see Figure 3-1) was used to build open cellular structures in Grade 
5, Ti6Al4V powder with a 50µm layer thickness. The Ti6Al4V powder as supplied by ARCAM, 
ranged in particle size diameter from 45 - 100µm, see Figure 3-2. The build process consisted of 
two preheat scans on every layer prior to the melt scan, namely, 12m/s with a 30mA filament 
current and the second at 14.6m/s with a 48mA filament current, both operating at 730°C. 
Although the preheat and build scan beams share the same 60kV input, the filament current for 
the build drops to 2.4mA. The builds speed is known as a Speed Factor (SF), which in automation 
mode varies in parts of the build. The approximate speed used for these parts was 470mm/s. 
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Figure 3-1 Photograph of the ARCAM EBM system, A1 model. 
 
 
Figure 3-2 SEM micrograph (secondary electron) of gas atomised Ti6Al4V powder as supplied for the EBM 
system by ARCAM. 
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3.1.2 Cobalt-Chrome (Co-Cr) 
The ARCAM A1 system was also used for the production of parts using Co-Cr powder. The net 
structures produced were melted without a hatch laser scan (see Figure 3-3A) but instead with a 
contour laser scan (see Figure 3-3B) at 850°C with a 60kV input. Up to five contour scans from 
outer to inner were used to make the open cellular structure at a speed of 250mm/s, followed by 
a raster scan for the centre. The build current was 2mA with a focus offset between outer contour 
and inner contour being 0.2mm. Figure 3-4 is a micrograph of ARCAM’s cobalt-chrome superalloy 
powder, with a particle size range of 80 - 200µm in diameter. 
 
 
Figure 3-3 Schamatci diagram showing laser scan paths  being A) Hatch and B) contour. 
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Figure 3-4 SEM micrograph (secondary electron) of ARCAM’s gas atomised Co-Cr superalloy powder for 
EBM system. 
 
 
3.1.3 H13 Tool Steel 
The SLM® 125 HL system (see Figure 3-5) was used to build open cellular structures in H13 tool 
steel powder with a 30µm layer thickness and a laser spot size of 0.18mm. The scan speed was 
between 350 – 560mm/s with a recoating time of 10seconds. The H13 powder for the SLM® 
system (see Figure 3-6), ranged from 5 - 45µm in diameter.  
The structures were built on a small solid block (also created in the build) and the structures were 
later removed by Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM). These support structures were built with 
175W, a focus offset of 1mm, and 2mm for support contour and support volume respectively. 
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Figure 3-5 Photograph of the SLM® Solutions GmbH SLM system, HL 125 model.  
 
 
Figure 3-6 SEM micrograph (secondary electron) of SLM® Solutions' gas atomised H13 powder for SLM 
system. 
 
Prior to PVD coating, the H13 structures were hardened and tempered in a commercial vacuum 
heat treatment furnace. The heat treatment cycle involved holding the samples at a hardening 
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temperature of 1030°C for approximately 5 minutes, gas quenched in nitrogen to room 
temperature, followed immediately by double tempering for 2 hours at approximately 510°C. 
Samples of wrought H13 treated in a similar heat treatment cycle (air quenched from 1025°C held 
for 30 minutes, tempered for 2 hours at 538°C) exhibit hardness values of 630 ± 20 HV (55.8 ± 1.5 
HRC) [183]. 
Solid inserts were also produced in H13 by the SLM® system. After a heat treatment cycle, some 
inserts were PVD TiN coated and some remained uncoated. 
Figure 3-7 is a micrograph of the cross sectioned solid insert in its ‘as built’ state from the SLM® 
system showing the porosity of the build (similar findings to other research [45, 184]) and Figure 
3-8 is a SEM micrograph showing a tempered martensite generated in H13 following processing 
in the SLM system and vacuum heat treatment. The measured hardness was approximately 540 
± 80 HV (52 ± 3 HRC) for the heat-treated H13 when it was expected to be approximately 590 HV 
(54 HRC) [185] (FF H13 tool steel). Wrought commercial samples of H13 heat-treated in the same 
load were of the correct hardness 640 HV (56 HRC). It was concluded that the lower hardness 
result for the FF fabricated H13 was due to porosity. 
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Figure 3-7 SEM micrograph (secondary electron) of as built H13 steel from the SLM® system showing 
extensive porosity.   
 
Figure 3-8 SEM micrograph (secondary electron) of heat treated and etched H13 steel from the SLM® 
system, showing an acicular structure consistent with a microstructure of tempered martensite. 
 
 
3.2 Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD) Coating 
At the start of PVD processing, the structures were placed flat on small rotating spindles to allow 
for full coverage in what is a semi-line of sight coating process, or line of sight by the application 
of bias voltage. The chamber was first evacuated to a pressure of 2 × 10−3 Pa.  Samples were 
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positively biased and heated to approximately 450°C using an electron beam at a pressure of 
2.5 × 10−1 Pa of argon followed by a 20 minute ion etch with the substrates negatively biased at 
200V at 1.4 × 10−1 Pa argon. The coating stage involved electron beam evaporation of titanium 
in a nitrogen/argon atmosphere at 1.8 × 10−1 Pa. The samples were biased negatively at 50V. 
The coating cycle lasted approximately one hour. The chamber was then left to cool overnight 
before the coated samples were removed. This process can be seen in Table 3. 
 
Table 3  PVD parameters for coating H13 structures. 
Pressure Bias Temperature Stage 
2 × 10−3 Pa   Pumping down 
2.5 × 10−1 Pa Positively biased 450°C Heating period 
1.4 × 10−1 Pa Negatively biased (200V) 450°C 20 minute Etch 
1.8 × 10−1 Pa Negatively Biased (50V) 450°C 1 Hour Coating 
 
 
3.3 Infill 
In addition to leaving some open cellular structures open, two classes of samples were 
impregnated, the first, with a slurry containing abrasive particles (aluminium oxide with a sodium 
silicate binder), and the second, with a low melting point solder material (basically lead-tin 
solder).  
 
 
3.3.1 Ceramic Infill (sodium silicate with aluminium oxide) 
Ceramic materials are well suited for tribological application in metal cutting because of their high 
hardness and stability at high temperatures. Alumina powder was chosen (see Figure 3-9) with 
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the binder phase sodium silicate. A semi-viscous abrasive infill was produced at the ratio of 50:50 
by volume. The samples were given ten minutes in which the open cellular structure was 
immersed in the slurry, in an ultrasonic bath, followed by 12 hours in vacuum, which allowed for 
air-drying. When dried, the samples were heated in an air furnace, held at 70°C for 24 hours, 
120°C for 24 hours and 350°C for 48 hours, followed by grinding to the shape and size of the 
original open cellular structure. Staff at CSIRO with experience with the material recommended 
the stages of heating, to dry the silicate out fully. 
 
 
Figure 3-9 SEM micrograph (secondary electron) of alumina powder. 
 
 
3.3.2 Low Melting Point Metal (lead-tin Solder)   
The solder was a conventional eutectic type solder (approximately 63% Sn and 37% Pb) with a 
melting point of 183°C. Several methods of infiltration were attempted, as listed below: 
1. The solder was smeared on the top of the cube structure and put in an oven at 200°C 
(with and without a mould). 
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2. The cube structure was heated to 200°C and 300°C in an oven, removed and solder 
applied on top whilst still hot, returned to oven. 
3. Cold press. 
All the above methods were relatively unsuccessful due in large part to the very high surface 
roughness of the build structures. Using a fine syringe, solder, in the form of a fine paste, was 
injected into the structures. This method was successful. It should be noted that the solder was 
an unspecified polymeric paste, in the as-supplied condition. 
 
 
3.4 Compression Testing 
Compression testing of the open cellular structures was conducted using a 100kN Instron 1125 
and a 10kN Instron 5566. The crosshead speed used was 1mm/min. 
 
 
3.5 Metal Cutting Tests 
The Ti6Al4V cutting tool inserts were tested under accelerated cutting condition at CSIRO on a 
manual Makino Tool and Cutter Grinder, Type 0-40 lathe. The H13 cutting tool inserts were tested 
under accelerated cutting condition at Deakin University on a Nakamura-Tome A200 CNC lathe. 
The workpiece was 1040 medium carbon steel bar (0.37 – 0.5% C, 0.6 – 0.9% Mn, 0.04 
Phosphorus (P), 0.05% Sulphur (S)) with a hardness of 250 ± 30 HV (23.5 ± 1.5 HRC). The depth of 
cut ranged between 0.25 – 1mm, the cutting speed ranged between 30 – 70m/min and the feed 
ranged between 0.05 – 1.2mm/rev.  
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For the proof of concept testing, commercially supplied uncoated T15 HSS solid inserts were used. 
The as-specified composition of the HSS is given in Appendix A. The hardness was approximately 
800 ± 20 HV (62.5 ± 1 HRC). The selection of T15 was dictated by the commercial availability of 
solid HSS inserts. Some T15 inserts were PVD TiN coated. The measured hardness of the PVD TiN 
coated T15 control solid inserts increased to approximately 920 ± 20 HV (67.3 ±  1 HRC).  These 
inserts were tested at a cutting speed of 50 – 120 rev/min, feed rate of 0.1 – 0.2 m/min and a 
depth of cut 0.75 – 1.25 mm. 
 
 
3.6 Characterisation Techniques  
3.6.1 Sample Preparation 
Metallographic examination was conducted on cross sections of selected samples. The latter 
were cut on a Micracut 150 precision cutter using a 127mm diameter diamond blade operating 
at 50rev/min with water-cooling. The samples were then mounted in a conducting resin and 
polished, first using 120 and 400 grit paper followed by diamond polishing pads, 10µm down to 
1µm, on a Struers Rotopol Automated Polishing System.  
The Ti6Al4V samples were etched in 2% hydrofluoric acid (HF) for 10 seconds and then 
neutralised in calcium carbonate. The H13 samples were etched using 2% Nital and the workpiece 
1040 medium carbon steel was etched using 4% Nital, for up to 15 seconds. 
 
3.6.2 Hardness testing 
Micro-hardness tests were conducted using a Shimadzu Seisakusho NT-M001 microhardness 
tester using a 25g or 100g load (depending on the material) and held for 15 seconds. The hardness 
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values were an average of five tests. Hardness tests conducted at the factory after heat treatment 
were done using a Rockwell hardness machine. 
 
 
3.6.3 Microscopy 
Microstructural analysis was conducted using a Leica DM2700 M Optical microscope, a Philips 
XL30 Scanning Election Microscope (SEM) and an FEI SCIOS Dual Beam SEM. Working parameters 
on the XL30 SEM were an accelerating voltage of 15kV, 3.5 spot size and a working distance of 
10cm. Working parameters on the FEI SCIOS Dual Beam SEM were an accelerating voltage of 5 - 
10kV and a working distance of 6.9 – 20.8cm.
Chapter 4  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 
 
While the aims of the research study were clear at the outset of the investigation, in the event, 
the results were limited by the availability and technological development of the respective FF 
systems at CSIRO and Deakin University at the different stages of the project. 
The results are therefore presented in what emerged as the two main categories of the work, 
identified in the flowchart shown in Figure 4-1 and summarised in the following: 
1. Fabrication of FF structures was conducted using the ARCAM, A1 model EBM system, in 
both Ti6Al4V and Co-Cr. Ti6Al4V sample cubes were tested in compression and limited 
cutting tests were conducted using Ti6Al4V cutting tool inserts on 1040 medium carbon 
steel. The Co-Cr research was stopped after compression testing. 
2. Solid and open cellular structure cutting tool inserts were FF fabricated in H13 hot work 
tool steel using the SLM® Solution GmbH, 125 HL model SLM system. Accelerated cutting 
tool tests were conducted using the inserts on a 1040 medium carbon steel. 
The cutting trials were compared against accelerated cutting tool tests conducted on the control, 
that is, commercially supplied T15 HSS inserts.   
In Figure 4-1, reference is made to build orientation. The latter is illustrated schematically in 
Figure 4-2. Note, the vertical build orientation option was explored only with the SLM system, 
fabricating H13 tool steel. 
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Figure 4-1 Flow chart showing the sequence of experimental trials conducted on the three major 
materials, fabricated from two major FF systems. 
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Figure 4-2 Schmatic diagram showing cutting tool insert build orientation. A) Horozontal build orientation 
and B) vertical build orientation.  
 
 
4.1 EBM Architectures 
The five open cellular structures chosen, see Figure 4-3, were generated using the CAD file in 
combination with ARCAM’s EBM system. 
 
 
Figure 4-3 Photographs of the five CAD designed open cellular structures in Ti6Al4V alloy, as fabricated 
using the ARCAM EBM system. 
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4.1.1 Ti6Al4V Alloy 
Figure 4-4 shows the surface finish and ligament structure of the open cellular structure, as 
produced in Ti6Al4V alloy (see subchapter 4.1.1 Ti6Al4V Alloy). A smooth melt pool is evident on 
the top surface of each ligament while the rough underbelly and sides are a consequence of the 
presence of partially sintered particles. This type of surface finish is typical of all EBM builds [186, 
187]. 
 
 
Figure 4-4 SEM micrograph (secondary electron) of the surface finish of a junction within an open cellular 
structure produced by EBM showing A) rough underside with semi-melted particles and B) a smooth melt 
pool surface. 
 
Hardness testing of cross sections of EBM produced Ti6Al4V open cellular structures revealed 
that the hardness at the bottom of the build was more than 100 Vickers (13 points (HRC)) less 
than that at the top of the build. That is, 28.9 ± 1 HRC  (28.9 ± 1 HRC 28.9 ± 1 HRC) at the bottom 
and 410 ± 10 HV (42.6 ± 0.5 HRC) at the top. Such a difference is consistent with other research 
findings [184, 187]. In particular, the high hardness at the top of the build has been reported 
previously [45, 188] and noted to be greater than industrial grade 5 Ti6Al4V, that is 350 ± 20 HV 
(36.8 ± 1 HRC) [189].  
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Beiker Kair and Sofos [53] in their study of additive manufacturing of metallic parts for the 
automotive industry,  suggested that the difference in hardness in the build correlates with the 
presence of residual stress, which is generated as a consequence of the asymmetric cooling of 
the samples. Murr [184, 187] concluded that the difference in hardness was a result of difference 
in grain size generated by the asymmetrical cooling during the build. 
 
 
4.1.1.1 Compression Testing 
Any open cellular structure used in the design of new cutting tools must be capable of 
withstanding the forces generated in metal cutting. This was initially assessed by compression 
testing of the different structural builds with a view to recording the failure pattern of the 
structures and maximum applied load. Figure 4-5 shows the compression results for the open 
cellular structures, geometries 1 – 5. It is clear to see that some of the architectures recover after 
reaching maximum applied load (geometries 2 and 3), which is evidence that the structures are 
collapsing in layers within the architecture, consistent with other findings [40, 46]. Other 
geometries reach maximum applied load and have no further recovery. 
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Figure 4-5 Graphs of load sustained in compression by the Ti6Al4V geometries 1-5 as a function of 
crosshead displacement. 
 
From the compression results, two architectures were selected for further development, these 
being geometry 2 and geometry 5 (Body diagonal with node 2mm (45.4% density), and G 
structure 7 2mm (14.8% density). These two geometries were selected on the basis of their 
potential to withstand high loads and their recovery patterns in failure, that is, geometry 2 shows 
recovery while geometry 5 shows little or none. 
 
 
4.1.1.2 PVD/CVD Thin Film Coatings 
Samples of geometries 2 and 5 were selected for TiN PVD coating. TiN was chosen because it 
could potentially improve the load bearing capacity of the open cellular structures, in addition to 
being one of the most commonly used coating materials in metal cutting [113]. Figure 4-6 shows 
a cross section of geometry 5 (G structure 7) highlighting the depth of penetration of the TiN 
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coating. The thickness of the coating on the exterior of the structure was 2-3µm and the coating 
penetrated the structure approximately 1mm. It is worth noting, that there is damage at the base 
of the structure. This is possibly a consequence of thermal mismatch between the substrate and 
EB scans during the build, causing high stress in the parts and evidently, brittle fracture. 
 
 
Figure 4-6 SEM micrographs (secondary electron) of a Ti6Al4V open cellular structure produced by EBM, 
showing  A) the limited throwing power of the PVD TiN coating and B) the microstructural changes at the 
base of the build. 
 
Examination of Ti6Al4V open cellular microstructures at higher magnification, see Figure 4-7, 
revealed marked variations in coating thickness and the lack of penetration in crevices. 
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Figure 4-7 SEM micrographs (secondary electron) of cross-sectioned open cellular structures showing in 
(A) significant variations in coating thickness at sharp edges and (B) the lack of coating penetration in 
crevices. 
 
PVD is a semi-line-of-sight technique, in the sense that samples are invariably biased negatively 
to improve the throwing power of positive ions. The concentration of field lines at sharp corners 
gives rise to the observed variation in coating thickness. 
In contrast, Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) has excellent throwing power and gives a 
conformal coating [177]. Samples were sent to a commercial company in Switzerland for CVD 
coating. They agreed to TiN CVD coat the samples. In the event, TiN CVD coating of Ti6Al4V 
structures was not successful. During the CVD process, the samples were reduced to powder as 
a consequence of the so-called ‘Hydride-Dehydride’ effect [190]. This arises because the CVD 
atmosphere contains hydrogen at high temperatures (typically around 1000°C). The Ti6Al4V 
substrates absorbed the hydrogen forming titanium hydride causing the lattice to expand, which 
in turn, promotes embrittlement [190]. Although CVD is not a suitable coating technique for 
Ti6Al4V structures, there is scope for development with different substrates. 
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4.1.1.2.1 PVD TiN Compression Testing 
The PVD TiN structures were tested in compression and compared against the uncoated 
structures of the same architecture. Figure 4-8 shows the load/displacement graph for the TiN 
coated and uncoated Ti6Al4V structures for geometry 2 and geometry 5. The effect of the PVD 
TiN coating on the structures was estimated to be a less than 10% increase in load bearing 
capacity for geometry 5 and no change for geometry 2. It is suggested that the lack of throwing 
power and the poor surface finish of the FF structures contributed to this result. It would appear 
therefore that the Ti6Al4V open cellular structure in the PVD coated state would be limited in its 
ability to withstand the applied loads in metal cutting. 
 
 
Figure 4-8 Graphs of load patterns sustained in compression by the Ti6Al4V geometries 2&5, PVD TiN 
coated and uncoated, as a function of crosshead displacement. 
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4.1.2 EBM Cobalt-Chrome (Co-Cr) Alloy 
The selected two open cellular structures (geometry 2 and geometry 5) were also produced in 
cobalt-chrome (Co-Cr) using the EBM ARCAM system. Although built with different EBM 
parameters, the surface finish of the structures was similar to the Ti6Al4V structures. Figure 4-9 
is an SEM micrograph of a cross-section of the Co-Cr material ‘as built’, showing an elongated 
columnar grain structure containing carbide precipitates [191]. The as built hardness was 480 +10 
HV (48.2 ± 0.5 HRC) which is consistent with expected material specifications [191].  
 
 
Figure 4-9 SEM micrograph (secondary electron) of the 'as-built' Co-Cr microstructure consisting of 
elongated grains containing carbide precipitates. 
 
 
4.1.2.1 Compression Testing 
The Co-Cr structures were also TiN PVD coated and tested in compression along with uncoated 
structures of the same architecture (see Figure 4-10). In general, the compression results for the 
Co-Cr structures showed a significant increase in the load bearing capacity in comparison with 
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the Ti6Al4V structures, as might be expected from the increase in hardness. The TiN PVD coated 
geometry 2 structure exhibited a maximum load of around 32 KN at a displacement of some 5mm. 
For the uncoated structure, this value dropped to around 22 KN at a displacement slightly below 
5mm. Again, the pattern of little or no recovery with further displacement beyond the maximum 
load was observed. The results for geometry 5 were very different from those of geometry 2. For 
both the uncoated and coated, geometry 5 structures sustained much smaller maximum loads of 
around 6 KN at displacement of around 1 to 1.5mm. Geometry 5 showed a pattern of recovery 
with further displacement beyond the maximum loads. Note the  
 
 
Figure 4-10 Graphs of load patterns sustained in compression by the Co-Cr geometries 2&5, PVD TiN 
coated and uncoated, as a function of crosshead displacement. 
 
On the basis of the above results, it was decided not to continue with structures fabricated in Co-
Cr because, in the case of geometry 2, the maximum load bearing support was achieved at such 
high values of displacement.  In the case of geometry 5, the maximum load sustained was low 
with still quite high levels of displacement. This could be a result of denser cellular structures 
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generated with less than optimal FF parameters, such as too much input power, causing overbuild 
in the parts.  
 
 
4.1.3 Infill 
As outlined in the subchapter 3.3 Infill, two methods of infill were investigated. The first, using a 
ceramic infill with the intention of improving the load bearing capacity and the tribological 
performance. The second, using a low melting point material to test the hypothesis that a liquid 
metal generated at the chip/tool interface might induce liquid metal embrittlement (LME) and 
disrupt the high strain deformation in the chip resulting in possible discontinuous chip formation. 
 
 
4.1.3.1 Ceramic Infill 
Extent of penetration of the ceramic slurry into an open cellular structured cube is shown in 
Figure 4-11. It is evident that complete penetration was not achieved. On the basis of this result, 
it can be anticipated that the cutting tool inserts should infill completely since they are less than 
half the height of the cube samples.  
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Figure 4-11 Photograph of Ti6Al4V open cellular structure produced by EBM, showing abrasive infill 
penetration with vacuum impregnation. In cross-section, the cubes are 10mm x 10mm. 
 
 
4.1.3.1.1 Compression Testing 
Results obtained for the compression testing for the unfilled and filled open cellular Ti6Al4V cube 
structures are shown in Figure 4-12. It is evident that the ceramic infill does improve the load 
bearing capacity of the cube structures although it could be anticipated that a greater 
improvement would be required for this hybrid structure to be successful in a metal cutting 
application. It is noted that that the same pattern of recovery is evident for geometry 2 in the 
ceramic infilled condition, that is, recovery with further displacement beyond the maximum load, 
similar to previous studies [46, 192]). This indicates that the Ti6Al4V cellular structure is dictating 
the load support rather than the ceramic infill. Furthermore, it is evident that the PVD TiN coating 
has only limited effect on the load bearing capacity. 
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Figure 4-12 4-13 Graph of compression tests of ceramic Infill and open cellular Ti6Al4V structures 
showing the load response for geometries in 2 and 5.  
 
 
4.1.3.2 Low Melting Point Metal 
With the aim of testing the hypothesis that LME may usefully be exploited in machining, a eutectic 
solder (63% Sn and 37% Pb) with an approximate melting point of 183°C was selected as the low 
melting point metal. In the event, it proved to be very difficult to get the solder to flow into the 
open cellular structure even after wetting. Solder was smeared on the top of the cube structure 
and put in an oven at 200°C. The liquid solder failed to penetrate the open cellular structure, 
presumably because of the extremely poor surface finish of the ligament structure resulting in 
the surface tension being too high. Alternative methods, such as cold pressing the solder into the 
open cellular structure, proved to be ineffective. Success was finally achieved by, very simply, 
using a syringe to apply commercial solder in the form of a paste. 
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4.1.4 Design of Cutting Tool Insert 
An open cellular architecture based on Geometry 5 was selected for the design of the cutting tool 
insert because of its superior load bearing capacity, rigidity, and density. The architecture for the 
insert was manipulated slightly to fit the size specifications of the insert, as well as the addition 
of a support strut at the nose of the cutting tool and a 500µm cutting lip around the top of the 
rake face (see Figure 4-14). The overall design of the inserts was fabricated to lathe/turning tool 
specifications of ‘CCMW3-2.5-2’ (see Figure 4-15). Note, Figure 4-16 distinguishes between the 
flank, clearance and rake face when machining with a cutting tool insert [91].  
 
 
Figure 4-14 CAD image of the open cellular architecture based on Geometry 5 in the shape of the cutting 
tool insert. 
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Figure 4-15 Orthographic drawing of the redesigned turning tool insert CCMW3-2.5-2 
 
 
Figure 4-16 Schematic diagram of a cutting tool insert showing the flank, clearance and rake face [91]. 
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4.1.5 Metal Cutting Trials 
The accelerated cutting tests were conducted at CSIRO and Deakin University on a workpiece of 
1040 medium carbon steel using a manual lathe and a CNC lathe respectively, as outlined in 
subchapter 3.5 Metal Cutting Tests. The accelerated machining parameters in turning were 
arrived at by data obtained from machining studies conducted by The Phan [117].  The 
commercially obtained T15 solid HSS inserts were used in the trials.  
 
 
4.1.5.1 Titanium (Ti6Al4V) cutting tools 
Cutting tool inserts were produced from Ti6Al4V powder using the EBM system. Some were 
coated in PVD TiN as detailed in subchapter 3.2 Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD) Coating. The 
structures were infilled with the alumina slurry (see subchapter 4.1.3.1 Ceramic) and machining 
trials were conducted on the 1040 medium carbon steel.  
Figure 4-17A & B show the rake faces of both the uncoated and PVD TiN coated Ti6Al4V cutting 
tool inserts respectively after a short period of machining. It is evident that this very different 
type of hybrid tool material has managed to withstand the high load and severe tribological 
contact conditions and not collapse. However, they both show signs of wear on the flank and end 
clearance faces. Note, the original profile of the insert is indicated by the red line in both 
micrographs. Figure 4-17A shows deep cavities generated on the rake face due to the pull out of 
alumina. Figure 4-17B shows that on the PVD TiN coated insert there is loss of alumina but not to 
the same extent to that of the uncoated insert. This loss of alumina could be a result of poor 
bonding due to the ceramic not reaching incipient melting during heating in fabrication. It could 
be argued that the higher temperatures needed to reach incipient melting could occur when 
machining, but the wear of the substrate tool material is too rapid. Both inserts show little or no 
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transfer of chip material on the rake face, which presumably is due to the rapid breakdown of the 
alumina. It is the latter, which appears to be dominating the tool wear and hence tool 
performance. 
 
 
Figure 4-17 SEM micrograph (secondary electron) of Ti6Al4V open cellular structures produced by EBM, 
showing tool wear (rake face) after machining medium carbon steel. A) Uncoated, B) TiN PVD coated. Red 
line indicates the profile of the tool prior to machining. 
 
It is evident that this highly innovative cutting tool with its Ti6Al4V open cellular architecture and 
infill structure has the capacity to generate chips in machining. However, the challenge of 
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machining harder workpieces, including difficult-to-machine materials, clearly demands 
alternative solutions. 
 
 
4.2 SLM Architectures in H13 Tool Steel 
As results emerged, it became increasingly evident that use of an open cellular structure without 
infill would require fabrication in a tool steel or similar high hardness material. The opportunity 
arose to use the SLM® system at Deakin University and build the open cellular structures in tool 
steel. At this point in the investigation, this system was the only one available to the investigator 
to conduct FF fabrication in tool steel.  All the open cellular inserts produced in H13 were 
hardened and tempered as outlined in subchapter 3.1.3 H13 Tool Steel.  
The SLM® system produced structures that had thinner ligaments (due to the smaller spot size of 
the laser in the SLM system as well as the finer metal powder), resulting in a less dense 
architecture (compared with the EBM produced architectures) as shown in Figure 4-18. The 
surface finish was much the same as that produced by EBM, that is, smooth melt pool surface on 
top of the ligaments and semi-sintered particles on the underbelly and sides. 
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Figure 4-18 SEM micrograph (secondary electron) of the surface finish of junction within open cellular 
structure produced by SLM showing rough underside with semi-melted particles and the relatively 
smooth melt pool surface on top. Note the significantly thinner ligaments in comparison to the EBM 
structures. 
 
 
4.2.1 Design of Cutting Tool Insert  
The SLM system was used to fabricate open cellular structures in the form of cutting tool inserts 
as per the designs shown in Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-15 using H13 tool steel powder. The inserts 
were produced in vertical and horizontal build orientations with the aim of reducing residual 
stress at the bottom of the build thereby limiting distortion. Residual stresses can be caused by a 
number of factors, including number of parts on the plate, height of part from the platform and 
surface area of part on platform etc. [193].  
Figure 4-19A shows the cutting faces of a horizontally built open cellular structured cutting tool 
insert. The melt pool formed at the top of the ligaments results in a smoother surface finish while 
the underside of the build is much rougher, a consequence of the presence of partially melted 
H13 particles. This is clearly a well-established pattern of surface finish for FF structures 
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fabricated using lasers or electron beams. In contrast, Figure 4-20A shows the cutting faces of a 
vertically built open cellular structured cutting tool insert. The change in build orientation has 
resulted in the rake face having a much rougher surface finish. The smoother surface finish is now 
a clearance face. 
 
 
Figure 4-19 SEM micrograph (secondary electron) of A) H13 open cellular structure generated by SLM in a 
horizontal orientaion with B) tight curled chips produced in machining. 
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Figure 4-20 SEM micrograph (secondary electron) of A) H13 open cellular structure generated by SLM in a 
vertical orientaion with B) discontinuous chips produced in machining. 
 
These inserts were used to machine the 1040 medium carbon steel under the following 
conditions; cutting speed of 30 m min-1, feed rate of 0.05mm/rev and a depth of cut of 1 mm. 
Under these conditions, the inserts collapsed almost immediately. This is almost certainly due to 
the thin ligament structure unable to withstand the applied load at the cutting edge. 
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Consequently, the depth of cut was reduced to 0.25 mm so that the cutting load was applied to 
the more substantial nose radius. Both inserts machined successfully. 
It is interesting to note the difference in chip formation based on the different build orientations, 
as is evident from a comparison of Figure 4-19B and Figure 4-20B. The horizontal build with the 
smoother rake face produces a continuous tight curled chip while the rougher rake face surface 
on the vertically built structure produced broken or discontinuous chips.  
This result suggests that there is a correlation between surface finish and the type of chip formed 
when machining a workpiece material such as 1040 medium carbon steel. A physical explanation 
for such a correlation was not immediately obvious. The same correlation emerged later in the 
investigation. Consequently, further discussion of this topic is covered in subchapter 4.3.2 Solid 
FF H13 Inserts and 4.3.3 Open cellular structure FF H13 Inserts. 
 
 
4.2.2 Infill 
The alumina slurry infill was impregnated into the open cellular H13 inserts. The inserts, on drying, 
were then polished using relatively coarse abrasive paper to improve the surface finish. Figure 
4-21A is an SEM micrograph of an SLM produced H13 PVD TiN coated insert after a short period 
of machining. It can be seen that the insert has withstood the applied load although this trial was 
done again at the reduced depth of cut and the same machining parameters as above. It is evident 
that a large cavity formed on the end clearance face, which ultimately must weaken the ability of 
the insert to withstand the high-applied loads. The chips produced were continuous and curled, 
in similar fashion to the horizontal build above; see Figure 4-21B. 
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Figure 4-21 SEM micrograph (secondary electron) of A) SLM produced H13 open cellular structure 
(vertical orientation), PVD TiN coated with ceramic infill, showing a deep cavity on the clearance face and 
B) tight curled chips in machining.  
 
On the basis of these trials, it was decided to redesign the insert using a more substantial cellular 
structure. It is evident that any future work that might pursue infill of alumina silicate slurries in 
open cellular inserts would require much higher firing temperatures to generate incipient melting 
and hence greater bonding to the cellular structure. 
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4.3 Final Design of Cutting Tool Inserts (H13 Tool Steel)  
In the final phase of the proof of concept study, a decision was taken to fabricate FF inserts with 
a more solid open architecture and compare performance in metal cutting against solid HSS and 
solid FF H13 inserts. Although several designs of FF inserts were fabricated, using the SLM system 
in H13, the one chosen for investigation is shown in Figure 4-22. It is evident that the ligaments 
in the open cellular structure are far more solid and robust than those used in the earlier designs. 
 
 
Figure 4-22 CAD image of the final insert design of open cellular structure.  
 
 
4.3.1 Solid HSS inserts 
As indicated in subchapter 3.5 Metal Cutting Tests, the solid HSS inserts were obtained 
commercially. The accelerated machining parameters selected were as follows; depth of cut 
1mm, cutting speed 40 m min-1 and feed rate 0.2mm/rev (that is an uncut chip thickness of 
200μm). Examination of the rake face of the insert after machining revealed evidence of transfer 
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of chip material at the cutting edge extending some distance up the rake face. Such transfer is 
typical of built up edge (BUE) formation (see Figure 4-23A). The chips produced were in the form 
of long straight ribbons of continuous chip, (see Figure 4-23B). This is perhaps the least favoured 
form of chip formation since it can give rise to rapid crater wear and poor chip disposal [194]. 
 
 
Figure 4-23 SEM micrograph of commerically supplied T15 cutting tool insert showing A) material transfer 
in the form of BUE on the rake face (secondary electron) and B) the straight ribbon continuous chip 
(backscatter). 
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4.3.2 Solid FF H13 Inserts 
Solid H13 inserts were FF fabricated using the SLM system as outlined in subchapter 3.1.3 H13 
Tool Steel. It should be noted that the as-produced FF H13 tool steel was much softer than HSS 
and initial trials resulted in rapid failure. The feed rate was reduced to 0.05mm/rev, in order to 
reduce the load on the cutting edge. The depth of cut was 0.8mm while the cutting speed was 
retained at 40m min-1. Examination of the rake face after cutting, revealed transfer of chip 
material at the cutting edge, see Figure 4-24A. However, the profile of the BUE seems to be 
unusually sharp, that is, very different to the usual more blunt form of BUE [91]. It is further 
evident from Figure 4-24A is that the solid H13 insert is extremely rough at the cutting edge.  Note 
there was no attempt to polish the insert prior to machining. It is evident that the high degree of 
surface roughness has given rise to an unusually sharp form of BUE.  
This observation again points to the importance of surface finish and its apparent influence on 
BUE formation. An example of the chips produced is shown in Figure 4-24B. The chip, although 
not discontinuous, is in the form of curled chips.  
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Figure 4-24 SEM micrograph of PVD TiN coated SLM produced H13 tool steel cutting insert showing A) a 
sharp BUE and chip material transfer to the rake face (secondary electron), and B) tight chip curl from 
produced chips (backscatter). 
 
 
4.3.3 Open cellular structure FF H13 Inserts 
The new design of H13 inserts (as shown in Figure 4-25 and Figure 4-22) fabricated in the 
horizontal build orientation, were trialled under the same machining conditions as those detailed 
above for the solid FF fabricated H13 inserts. Under these accelerated conditions the inserts 
performed successfully, that is, the cutting edge did not collapse under the applied load. Figure 
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4-25 is a SEM micrograph of the rake face after some 30 seconds of cutting. It is evident that a 
sharp BUE formed at the cutting edge. Immediately beyond which is a shallow crater followed by 
open space. The type of chip formed is a continuous curled spiral similar to the type of chip 
produced by the solid H13 insert with perhaps a tighter chip curl (see Figure 4-26). It would 
appear that the inherent surface roughness of the FF fabricated inserts is contributing to the 
formation of the very sharp BUE, which, in turn, gives rise to curled chips. This issue is discussed 
further in the summary discussion.  
 
 
Figure 4-25 SEM micrograph (secondary electron) of H13 open cellular structure insert produced by SLM 
showing sharp BUE formatuon at the cutting edge. 
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Figure 4-26 SEM micrograph (backscatter) of the type of chip produced by the insert shown in Figure 4-26 
above showing the tight chip curl. 
 
 
4.3.4 Open cellular structure FF H13 Inserts infilled with solder 
In this trial, the solder was injected into the H13 SLM open cellular structure insert. It should be 
noted that the solder in the as-received condition was in the form of spherical eutectic particles 
immersed in unspecified organic paste. The well-established pattern of sharp BUE formation was 
generated at the cutting edge (see Figure 4-27). The open space is evidently filled with debris and 
spherical particles (see Figure 4-27), shown at higher magnification in Figure 4-28. The presence 
of debris is interesting given that there is clearly no debris collected in the open space for the 
unfilled open cellular structure inserts (compare Figure 4-25 and Figure 4-27).  
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Figure 4-27 SEM micrograph (backscatter) of solder in new design SLM produced H13 open cellular 
structure showing the microchips sticking to the rake face due to the solder. 
 
 
Figure 4-28 SEM micrograph (secondary electron) of solder infilled into an insert, showing the spherical 
particles of the eutetic material. 
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Presumably, the organic paste in the case of the solder is sufficiently “sticky” to allow collection 
of the debris. The debris appears to be in the form of platelets and microchips. The platelets are 
most likely a result of delamination from the underside of the chip surface. The microchips are 
unusual and may well be generated by the extreme roughness of the FF fabricated insert. The 
spherical particles are the eutectic solder. Unfortunately, the presence of the spherical particles 
cannot be taken as evidence of melting and hence the possibility of LME in metal cutting could 
not be tested with this design of insert. The chips were very much a repeat of the type shown in 
Figure 4-26. 
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Chapter 5  
SUMMARY DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS   
5.1 Project Overview 
The initial stage of this investigation was limited by access to a range of different materials in FF 
fabrication and was restricted to a focus on open cellular structures inTi6Al4V. It is evident that 
different designs of open cellular structures Ti6Al4V respond differently in their load bearing 
capacity and their ability to recover under sustained load. This is in agreement with other research 
findings [40, 192]. Both Cheng [40] and Li [192] compressed EBM produced Ti6Al4V open cellular 
structures of different densities, concluding that the densities determine the recoveries and 
maximum applied load. 
No studies have so far been reported in the literature on the influence of PVD coating on the load 
bearing capacity of FF open cellular structures. This investigation revealed that PVD is of little 
value due to the poor throwing power of the semi-line of sight PVD process. CVD proved to be 
destructive of FF structures fabricated in Ti6Al4V, a consequence of embrittlement due to hydride 
formation in the CVD process. There is clearly scope to exploit the excellent throwing power of 
CVD on other FF structures, such as H13, in future studies. 
The use of ceramic infill, namely alumina in this study, was again of limited value in improving the 
load bearing capacity of the FF structures. It was evident from the compression testing of the 
ceramic infilled Ti6Al4V open cellular structures that the Ti alloy was still the main load support.  
This meant that when using the alumina infilled open cellular inserts in the machining trials, the 
depth of cut had to be reduced to the point that the cutting load could be supported at the nose 
of the insert. The inserts were able to generate chips without collapsing. However, the tool wear 
was severe due to the “pull out” of relatively large sections of the alumina. The tribological 
performance of the alumina infilled open cellular structures could be improved by raising the 
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processing temperature to induce incipient melting, thereby improve the bonding of the ceramic 
to the FF structure. 
It became increasingly evident during the investigation that the performance of the open cellular 
structures in machining was severely limited by the use of Ti6Al4V. At CSIRO, Co-Cr was made 
available. The increase in hardness was clearly a move in the right direction but compression 
testing revealed quite high displacement under load. On this basis the Co-Cr was rejected as an 
option for development as a cutting tool insert. 
The move to FF fabrication of inserts in H13 using the SLM system was one in which the FF 
technology was exploited using a more conventional tool material. In the regime of accelerated 
testing, the mode of chip formation was one of continuous chip formation and BUE, as is evident 
from the material transfer at the cutting edges of the different inserts. This mode of chip 
formation recognises that chip separation does not occur at the cutting edge but at some distance 
up the rake face. Trent and Wright [91] from their extensive studies on metal cutting, concluded 
that BUE is a direct consequence of seizure contact, from tribological interaction taking place 
between the chip and the rake face. They explain that the condition of seizure generally applies 
when two surfaces are metallically bonded and/or mechanically interlocked. In this situation, 
there is no relative movement at the interface of the two surfaces. When this concept is applied 
to chip formation, it means that separation occurs well up the rake face away from the cutting 
edge (well into the zone II region, as defined in subchapter 2.3.4.1 Friction). The end result is a 
rather blunt extension of the cutting tool, which effectively changes the rake angle of the cutting 
tool and directs the chip, at a shallow angle of interaction with the rake face resulting in long 
continuous chip formation. An earlier study of BUE was conducted by Williams and Rollason [195], 
they based their interpretation of BUE on fracture theory while retaining the assumption of 
seizure contact on the rake face. They concluded that ”single phase materials effect a separation 
at the tool point, while two phase materials have an additional fracture point some distance along 
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the rake face resulting from the limiting ductility induced by the second phase. The stagnant zone 
develops into a triangular shape to achieve a minimum energy position”. Importantly they noted 
that the height and sharpness of the BUE was a function of the amount of second phase.   
With respect to the performance of the FF fabricated H13 inserts, the key observation is the BUE 
formation formed on the rake face of the solid FF H13 insert, see Figure 4-24. This BUE is very 
sharp and not the usual, more blunt type of BUE observed and reported by other investigators 
[91, 195, 196]. In Figure 4-25, it is evident that the base of the BUE coincides almost exactly with 
the extremely rough surface finish in the region adjacent to the cutting edge. This corresponds 
very closely to the zone I region identified originally by Doyle et al [131] and more recently by 
Madhavan et al [148]. Under the very high load conditions, it is inevitable that mechanical 
interlocking took place in this region. This means that separation took place close to the cutting 
edge resulting in the unusually sharp BUE, as represented schematically in Figure 5.1. This pattern 
of sharp BUE formation is present on all the FF fabricated inserts, a consequence of the inherently 
high surface roughness. 
The other important characteristic of all the FF fabricated H13 inserts, was the fact that they all 
produced tightly curled chips. The subject of chip curl has always been a challenge to engineers. 
Ramalingam, Doyle, and Turley [114, 115, 197] modelled chip curl on the basis that the primary 
shear zone is preceded by indentation. This plastic upset is sufficient to give rise to chip curl. More 
recently Rosa et al [121] again modelled chip curl on the basis of indentation followed by primary 
shear. It is possible that the present findings involving an unusually sharp BUE would require a 
different interpretation. One could speculate that the sharp BUE causes the chip to strike the rake 
face at a relatively steep angle resulting in a deflection. This is represented schematically in Figure 
5-1 where chip 1 is the initial chip with tight chip curl. As the chip coils and the friction in zone II 
retards the movement of the chip up the rake face, the chip radius must increase giving rise to 
chip 2. However, this action would be limited by the fact that there is open space. Rosa et al [121] 
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pointed out that lubrication acts to increase chip curl (that is, reduce chip curl radius). In effect, 
the open space is acting as a lubricant. Note the present work was done cutting dry. Due to the 
architecture of the open structures, there is very limited surface interaction in zone II where heat 
is generated and crater wear forms. Clearly, the open cellular structure would open the further 
possibility to extremely efficient 3-dimensional cooling with positive benefits to tool life. This is a 
novel approach to reducing the heat generated in metal cutting. Further developments into the 
architecture of the structure could further benefit this approach. 
 
 
Figure 5-1 Schematic diagram of a cutting tool insert with a sharp BUE which gives rise to chip curl. 
 
The issue of lubrication is one that was addressed in this investigation through the addition of 
solder. The intention initially was to inject solder into open mesh inserts. In the final testing, these 
mesh designs were not robust enough and collapsed in cutting. Based on the results obtained in 
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this study, it is clear that an insert design with a solid zone I followed by an open mesh zone II 
would be a useful future test for the possible role LME in metal cutting. The use of solder with 
the more solid open cellular structures was inconclusive. The fact that the solder was initially in 
the form of spherical particles means that it was not possible to conclude that the spherical 
particles present after machining were a result of melting.  
 
 
5.2 Conclusions 
The main conclusions that can be drawn from the present investigation are as follows: 
 Different architectures of open cellular structures produced by freeform additive 
manufacturing differs significantly in their load bearing capacity in compression and their 
ability to recover in failure. 
 The use of vapour deposition technology was found not to improve the load bearing 
capacity of open cellular structures. In the case of PVD technology, this was due in large 
part to the poor throwing power. In the case of CVD treatment of the alloy Ti6Al4V, this 
was due to embrittlement induced by the formation of titanium hydrides. 
 Using a ceramic slurry as a means of infiltration to improve the load bearing capacity of 
open cellular structures in Ti6Al4V was not successful due to the poor bonding between 
the slurry and the open cellular structure. Higher firing temperatures could be used to 
induce incipient melting and hence improved bonding. 
  The development of cutting tool inserts fabricated by FF additive technology in Ti6Al4V 
using EBM technology, while highly innovative, was limited the vapour deposition 
technologies and infiltration methods used in the study. Chips were generated; however, 
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the cutting tool wore rapidly due to poor bonding of the ceramic slurry to the open 
cellular structured insert. 
 The development of cutting tool inserts fabricated by FF additive technology in H13 hot 
work tool steel using SLM technology was successful in generating chips in open cellular 
structure at small depths of cut. 
 A new more robust design of H13 inserts was fabricated using SLM technology, which 
was successful in generating chips. The chip type observed was one of tightly curled chips 
combined with an unusually sharp BUE. It is concluded that this type of chip developed 
as a consequence of the very high surface roughness generated in additive 
manufacturing. This is interpreted in terms of mechanical keying in the zone I region of 
frictional contact between the chip and rake face of the cutting tool insert. 
 The novel possibility of inducing LME in metal cutting could not be tested with the designs 
of inserts used in the present study. However, the new more robust design of cutting tool 
opens the possibility for three-dimensional lubrication/cooling in purpose built cutting 
tools. 
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Chapter 6  
FUTURE WORK 
 
 
6.1  Materials and Processes  
This project, as a proof of concept, has allowed for changes and developments in the area of 
metal cutting tool design, which opens the possibility for the development of more purpose-built 
cutting tools. Further investigation to complete the current study could be focused on the 
structures generated, for example, the heat profiles on the solid cutting tools, especially the H13 
tool steel. This gives rise to the powerful concept of three-dimensional lubrication/cooling. 
There is potential for further development of hybrid materials through exploitation of better 
infiltration methods and the use of the excellent throwing power of CVD technology on more 
compatible materials such as H13 tool steel. The potential exists for the performance of open 
cellular structures to be improved by the use of more conventional technologies such as electro-
less and electroplating techniques.   
From a more academic viewpoint, the present study re-opens the issue of frictional contact in 
metal cutting and the possible role of mechanical keying in the zone I region of contact at the 
chip/cutting tool rake face. This will need detailed metallographic analysis on quick stop samples 
in metal cutting. 
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6.2 Cutting Tool Design 
FF fabrication technology has the potential to optimise the cutting tool design by limiting the high 
cost material in the FF build but also to provide the necessary structural support. Figure 6-1 shows 
a turning tool insert where only the cutting edge and local area of the tool consists of the open 
cellular structure. The benefits of such a design are the reduction of infill material. With 
developments into abrasive infill material, this design could be advantageous for the likes of a 
diamond infill. 
 
 
Figure 6-1 Sketch illustrating the concept of developing the turning tool insert to target the cutting edge. 
 
 
The concept of creating a new design of cutting tool has the potential with other metal cutting 
inserts, drills and saws. For example, Figure 6-2 shows the concept of creating a division between 
the cutting edges and the body of a drill, where the top cutting edges are fusion welded to the 
body of the drill. This concept could allow for a combination of materials to be used in minimal 
portion, such as diamond particles impregnated in tool steel. This concept could further be linked 
back to the current project where the cutting edges are generated through FF. 
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Figure 6-2 Sketch illistrating the addition of the cutting edges by FF to the body of the drill. 
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Chapter 7  
APPENDIX 
 
Tungsten (W)  11.75 – 13wt% 
Cobalt (Co)  4.75 - 5.25wt% 
Vanadium (V)  4.50 - 5.2wt% 
Chromium (Cr)  3.75 – 5wt% 
Carbon (C)  1.50 - 1.60wt% 
Molybdenum (Mo)  1wt% (max) 
Nickel (Ni)  0.3wt% 
Copper (Cu)  0.25wt% 
Manganese (Mn)  0.15 - 0.40wt% 
Silicon (Si)  0.15 - 0.40wt% 
Phosphorus (P)  0.03wt% 
Sulfur (S)  0.03wt% 
Appendix A Table of composition for commerically supplied T15 HSS.  
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